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CHAPTER I 
NEED AND BACKGROUND DATA OF THE STUDY 
In New York State~ the transportation facilities o~ 
school systems developed , along with the educational programs . 
The factors which make evident this dual develop~ent are as 
.t'ollowa: l 
1 . The reorganization of school districts from over 
7,400 common school districts to fewer than 500 
central school d~stricts , Which now compose ap-
proximately 90 per cent of the rural area of 
the State . Transportation, therefore makes pos-
sibl e t he continuance of this type of school 
program. 
The finding of economi cs in the operation of the 
school as the result of t~ansportation. That is, 
the larger enrollment in central school units re-
sulting from transportation has made for savings 
in the total school operation. 
3. Tbe availability of educational facilities to all 
is made possible as a result of transportation. 
The fact t hat children in remote areas can now re-
ceive secondary education haa caused a rapid growth 
in the high schools. In addition, there is an 
1" State Education Department Bureau of Field Financial 
Services, School Business Management Handbook, P • 15. 
important development in tbe fac.ilities made avail-
able to the physical11, mentally, and emotionally 
handicapped. 
4. Transportation has made better instructional pro-
grams possible . The drawing toge t her of suitable 
numbers of pupils has made 1 t possible for the ad-
mi.nist·ra.tion to broaden the school curriculum-. 
Statement of the Probl em 
The problem of this r esearch project is to examine the 
present transportation program in the Hilton Central School 
District. 
The objectives of this research will be: {1) To deter-
mine the transportation needs of the District; (2) To obtain 
the existing transportation data; ( 3 ) To prepare a. practical 
end effective schedule; (4) To organize the present t hree-
trip sys tem into a two ... trip system. 
Transportation Objectives 
Since transportation is now a major function of the 
school operation, special attention must be required in 
order to derive t he most benefi t for t be number of dollars 
expended . Thus , it is important to be aware of certain 
major ob jectives whi.ch may serve as a gu ide in the manage .. 
ment of pupil transportation. Relative to this, the Sc hool 
Business Management Har1dbook includes t he following 
objectives: (1) To fur nish Transportation to those pupils 
2 
whose healt h or distance from the school make this service 
essential; ( 2) To prov:tde the safest possible transportation; 
(3) To operate transportation efficiently and economically; 
(4) To adapt transportation to the requirements of the in-
structional progvrum; (5) To maintain conditions on the buses 
which ape conductive to the best interests of the pupils, in-
eluding safety, · efficieney and standards of service; and (6) 
To prQmote a sympathetic public understanding of the entire 
transportation program including safety, efficiency, and 
standards of service. 
Board of Education 
The powers and duties of scbool districts and boards 
of education are defineq in t he Education Law. The descrip~ 
tions of some of the sec t ions relating to pupil transpor-
tation can be .found in t he School Bus iness Management 
Handbook. 1 
Yeager gives t be following as some legal aspects of 
2 pupil transportation: (1) Boards of Education may provide 
transportation by public carrier: (2) Parents may transport 
their own children and collect transportation costs from the 
board of education .• { 3) Boards of Education may purchase 
their own buses 1 maintain them1 and provide personnel to 
operate them. 
l. . State Education Department Bureau of Field Financial 
Services, ~· £!!., p . 18 . 
2 , Yeager, Admi nis trati on of Noninstructional Personnel and 
Services , pp . 354-5. 
3 
In addit t f on ·l:;o the l ega l a spects of the Board 's 
functions , this group is responsible for the management of 
the pupil t:·ansportat! .. m system in ita district. Withi n the 
f r wmework of applicable laws and reeulations, boards of 
education have some or all of such functions e.s: (1) To eon-
tract for t~ansportation services; (2) To procure competent 
drivers; (3) To purchase and maintain vehic les; (4) To de-
termine routes and time schedul es ; (5 ) To provide for tbe 
supervision of' transported pupils; (6) To de t ermine oper-
ational pol icies ; and (7 ) To provi de for the administration 
of transportation. 
Related Agencies 
The Director of Transportation works closely with many 
state and local agencies which provide certain services and 
performs functions directly related t o t he transportation of 
pupils . These agencies aret {1) The St a t e Education Depart-
ment; (2) The Bui>eau of lllletor Vehicles; (3) The Public Ser-
vice Commission ; (4) State Traffic Commission ; (5 )Divi sion 
of Safety; (6) Division of State Police; (7) County Sheriff 's 
Departments ; ( 8 ) Local Poliee Depar·tments.,· 
State hduoatign Department~· In general, the State 
Education Department is responsible f or the maintenance of 
l egal standards of the school transportation service in New 
York State . I n addition to securing .compliance with minimum 
1 
st~,dards, the Department performs two other major functions ; 
. ~ 81e.t t Dura au o'f 1~1elaPinanciar--
' 
· ~ 
(1) provides leadership and assistance to local school 
districts in achieving the highest possible levels of service 
and (2) is responsibl e for app ortionment of state aid for 
transportation. 
Specific laws which deal with the Department's responsi-
bility in connection with transportation are included in 
these pertinent sections of the Education Law: Sections 3922-
3627, 3635 (Subd, 2), 1807 and 305, (Subd , 14) . 1 
Regulations of the Commissioner of' Education whicb are 
promulgated in compliance with the requirements of' the 
statutes dealing ~1th transportation are contained in 
Article 18; Sections 160 through 164~ Relative to this , 
the State Education Department publishes a complete text on 
regulations in a volume entitled~ Regylations. of the Com• 
~ssioner of Education of tbe State of New York. 
Bureau of Motor Vehic l tJ s .. The Bureau of Motor Vehicles 
of the Department of Taxation and Finance is responsibl e for 
the administration of the New York State Vehicle and Traffic 
Law. Concerning transportation, the following functions are 
performed by the Bureau~ 
1 . Buses owned and operated by school districts are 
r egistered lvi thout tee . 
1. State ~ducation Department Bureau of F'ield Financial 
Services, ~· £!!• P• 18 . 
2 . !!?..!,g,., p .• 18 . 
3. .ill!!·, p . 20 . 
5 
. . 
2. Operator ' s l icenses are required of drivers who 
operate school buses elsewhere t han in a city. 
Chauffeurts licenses are required of drivers whose 
regular routes enter oi ties at any point • 
3. School officials may report viol ations of the school 
bus stop law to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles which 
takes appropriate steps to secure compliance . 
4. All school buses wi th a seating capacity of more 
t han nine pupils must be col ored "National School 
Bus Chrome" . This provis ion is found in sub~ 
section 21 of section 15 ef the Vehicle and Traffic 
Law. 
5. The Commissioner of Mot or Vehicles prescribes 
6 
1 ~ regulations governing signs and signals to be used 
on school buses . 
Public Service Commission. ln general , both the Public 
SePvice Commission and the Education Department are responsi-
ble for the safety of bus equipment in New York State. Both 
agencies prescribe standards of bus designf construction and 
performance . More specifically, the Public Service Commissic~ 
has exclusive responsibility for the periodic inspec t ion of 
school buses to insure that no bus is operated in an unsafe 
condition! Regulations require valid certificates of in-
spection before any new vehicle is put into service as well 
1. State Education Department Bureau of Field Financial 
Services, ~· £!!. , p . 19. 
'==~====================~=== 
J as for t he continued operation of any vehicle . To hel p 
assure the safest possible equipment for the transportation 
of children, and to further a preventative maintenance 
program, necessitates t he full cooperative relations between 
school officials and the inspector of the Public Service 
Comrai ssion.l' 
State Traffic Commission. This government organ has 
important functions relating to the safety of children on 
their way to and from school . These functions affect the 
safety of tbe ~hild that is transported as well as tho child 
who walks . A statement prepared by the State Traffic Com• 
mission, the principal office of which is located at 95 
Washington Avenue, Albany 1, New York, can be found . on 
2 pages 23 and 24 in The Transportt\ tion Handbook. The informa-
tion concerning t he functions of this Commission, especially 
the sect ions which deal w.i th the portable si.gns should be 
carefully inspected. 
Dfvision of Safety. The Division of Safety of the 
Executive Department aarrtes out functions which are re• 
lated to fire control, police mobilization1 and safety and 
accident prevention. In reference to the l ast function, the 
Division nmaintains liason with, and provides assistance to 
agencies concerned with plans and programs for providing 
1. State Education Department Bureau of Field Financial 
Services, ~· £!!., P• 19. 
2 . Ibid., P • 22. 
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J safety and accident prevention information, publicity and 
instruct1on."1 Specifically the Division will: (1) cooperate 
with both local and state officials in school safety programs 
and (2) assist with instructional programs for bus drivers. 2 
Division o!' State Pol ice. As one of its major functions, 
the Division or State Police enforces the Vehicle and 
Traffic Law. This vital role directly affects safety con-
di tiona under wb 1.cb pupils are transpot>ted to and from 
school . Local school of!'icials are st:rongly encouraged to· 
take steps to develop cooperative relationships with this 
agenoy • .3 
Countx Sheriff ' s Departments. Along with other local 
law enforcement agencies, the County Sheriff's Departments 
are regularly engaged in the maintenance or safe conditions 
on t he hig~ways. Relative to pupil transportation a state-
ment of t he New York State ' Sherit~ts Association reads in 
part as follows: 
"Every Sheriff's department in the state 
will gladly coope~ate with the scbool 
officials in t he f urtherance of safety 
in pupil transportation, and most Sheriffs 
are equipped to provide patrol car service 
when c ondi t1ons appeal' to require spec tal 
enforcement o.frorts,"q. 
1. State Education Department Bureau or F'ield Financial 
Services, .QE:• .£.!!• , p. 22. 
2. Ibid., p, 22 . 
3. Ibid ~~ P • 22. 
4. ill£•, P • 25. 
8 
'· 
1 
J Local Police Departments. Local police authorities 
supplement the functions of the foregoing agencies . They 
are often in a position to provide cooperative action in 
connection with the pupil transportation program that would 
otherwise be unavailable from any other source, Often this 
may take the form of services such as the direction of 
traffic during the times of the a.rri val and departure of 
buaest Perhaps by coordinating t he school transportation 
program with the local traffic enforcement program~a safer 
and more effic ient service can be offered. 
CHAPTER II 
CLASSTFICATION OF THE IDEAL TRANSPORTATION PERSONNEL 
The ideal program for a school system concerning pupil 
transportation is obviously difficult to attain. This may 
be true even with the expenditure of large sums of money 
and effort on the part of the district personnel. Many 
factors beyond local control affect the transportation of a 
school system. Among these ractors are included: (1) number 
of mil es of routes; (2 ) the size of the vehicles that can 
be used on ca;rtain types of roads; (3) the wages and 
insurance rates; (4) the pattern of roads; ( 5 ) topography; 
and (6) road conditions~ Moreso, the previously mentioned 
factors have a direct bearing on the coat of transportation 
in a school district. 
1. State Education Department Bureau of Field Financial 
9 
• 
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I 
-
~ach district must deal with p~oblems of transportation 
in d:l.f'i'erent ways.,. What may meet the transport ation needs 
of one system may not be auccessi'ul in the ope~ation oi' 
another. The size of the district~ tbe sparsi t y of pupil 
distribution, and above all the ability and will.ingness on 
the part of the district to meet the financial responsi-
bility of the program are but a few of the challenging 
factors which determine the success of the transportation 
program. 
Supervisor of Transportation. An important person in 
the classification of transportation personnel is t he super-
visor. In larger school districts, a supervisor of tvans-
portation may be employed~ In practice, various combinations 
of positions may be found such as, superintendent or super. 
visor of bu11di~gs, grounds, and transportation! Whatever 
title this position may carry, the person should be di-
rectly responsible to tbe superintendent of schools . 2 
Yeager suggests the following list in reference to the 
qualifications of the supervisor of pupil transportation:) 
(1) Should have some. mechanical skill ; (2) Proper under-
standing of place and function of transportation system in 
the educational prog:ram; (3) Ability to get along with 
people and a cooperative attitude; (h) Must be a person of 
1 . Yeager, ~· cit. , P •. 358~ 
2. 1£1£•, P• 359. 
3. Ibid., PP • 358- 359• 
10 
, good character, preferably with some college training ; in• 
eluding training in auto Inechanics and preferably with some 
teaching experience. 
The duties of a supervisor of pupil ~ransportation 
might include: (1) abil ity to select good drivers; (2) set 
up routes and schedules; (3) organize a saf'ety program; (4) 
purchase supplies and equipment; (5) train and supervise 
drivers; (6) supervise school bus garage and school bus 
maintenance; and (7) exerelse good business judgment practie ... 
es . l 
School B';ls Qperators . Thesucoess of a pupil transpor-
tation program depends a great deal upon the quality of 
school bus drivers and services they perform. The operator 
has the responsibility of collecting, delivering, and return-
in~ to their homes, children of all ages. The responsibilit~ 
for the care of the bus, its safety, its maintenance, and itc 
careful operation is directly related to the morale and 
emotional security of the children. 
Since a typical bus operator works an average of three 
and one half to four hours daily, he is essentially a part-
time employee. Since such emp~oyment cannot r e cons idered 
full t~e in the sense of salary received, it is obvious thai 
t be driver mus t also work in another capacity. If an opera-
tor is employed full time by the school district, the follow-
1. Yeager1 ~· 211·• P• 359. 
11 
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l 
J ing are some part- time scbool duties assigned to him; 
custodial wor•k, maintenance of building and grounds, ntten-
dance officer, maintenance and repair of school buses, cleri-
cal t.rork1 c(:l.feteria work, storeroom work and teaching. When-
ever such dual assignments are made , it is necessary to 
select and assign personnel careful ly in terms of abilit ies 
to per!'orm both assignments \vi th l"easonable degrees of com-
petency . In spite of the fact that men teachers are com-
petent scbool bus operators , objections have been raised 
to this additional service because of its interference wi t h 
dail y teaching schedules~ The chief objection along this 
line seems to be that the teacher is unable tc be in the 
classroom immediately before and after school. 1 
, 
It part-time school bus operdtors have occupations 
outside of the school system, it must necessarily be a part-
time j ob; 2· In add 1 tion to their school employment time, 
operators are commonly farmers ; clerks, truck drivers , 
college students1 commercial bus drivers , and odd~ job workers 
in the community . 
In many communities women operatcrs are utilized to ad~ 
vantage in school t ra.nsporta tion. 3 As housewives,. they are 
able to schedule their own time for the three or four hours 
required for school service . In some areas, women are serv-
1 . Yeager, ~· £11,, p . 360 . 
2 . Ibid . , p . 360. 
3. ~~., P• 360. 
12 
ing successfully as school bus opeJ<>ators and cafeteria t-Tork-
ers, thus, giving full time service to the school . 
High school students are also being used successfully 
as bus operators in about he.lf of tbe states, predominately 
in the South. Studies show that pupil drivers were consider-
ed "equal to or better t,_,an other bus drivers in physical 
fitn~ss, sa.fety, elertness, reactlon time, dependability, 
emotional stability, driving skills , pupil relationship, and 
respon~lveness to the supsrv1.sion of ~chool authorities . " 
Among the many objections, however, to the use of pupil s as 
bu& operators ar·,j: (l) the twenty one minimum age lavr to 
drive a school bus: {2} objections of parents of pupils be. 
ing t oo young for this responsibility : and ( 3) pupils having 
greater trouble than adults in conti,oll:ing pupils on school 
buses. 
Head Bus Driver .. In addition to the supervisor of trans .. 
portation a school district may employ the services of a bead 
bus driver ~ Usually selected from the group of operators in 
the district, the head bus driver has a key rolo in the 
transportation service. Ho should combine some leadership 
ability tvi tb sound common sense and a degree of' expertne$s 
in the maintenance and repair of large motor vehicles .l As 
for his responsibilities, t he head bus driver may p erform 
some or all of the following servioesJ2 (l) Coordinates the 
l . Hagman, The Administration of American Publ ic School s , 
P• J22 . 
2. ~. , p . 322 . 
, 
•. 
1 
-
service; (2) Keeps necessary records on the driver personnel; 
(3) Secures substitute drivers when regular drivers are un-
able to be present; (4) En£orces safety regulations with re-
spect to the transportat ion service; (5 ) Assists in the 
training o£ the new driver; (6) Accepts the responsibility 
for t he prope r care of t he buses, t he garage , and other 
school property employed in the area o:t his ·work. 
Furthermore, the head bus driver may carry out two 
additional f unctions: (1) he may ensure t hat the drivers are 
keeping records on each vehicle, and consolidate the indivi-
dual reports into a monthly report to the superintendent or 
supervisor of transportation; and (2) he may actively parti-
cipate in the selection of new bus operators . 1 
CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In order to discuss the transportation aspects of the 
IUl ton Central School District, 1 t is necessary to present 
some background information concerning t he district itself, 
t he school plant, and the meaning of certain terminology 
which may or may not be peculiar to the ~stem. 
D~scription of the Dis triot. The R1lton Central School 
District, roo~ officially referred to as Central School 
District No. 1 of the Towns ot Par.ma, Hamlin, Clarkson and 
1 . HagJllan, E.E.• ill•, p . 322. 
l h 
•I 
II 
Greece, was organi~ed i n 1949. Prior to t his time;the 
district was composed of s ome sixteen common school districts 
The district, 'ttTbich has an estimated population of 7 ,500, 
covers an area of approximately 100 square miles and is lo-
~ated in the northwest section of Monroe County. Tne distric 
includes the entire Village of Hilton and in addition con• 
tains many prosperous farms atld independentl y owned and oper-
ated businesses. The Village of Hilton is loeated in a rich 
fruit belt and in the area are found several cold storage 
plants. The majority of the -residents own their own homes . 
The city of Roebester with its many industries; offers 
em:tHoyment to the residents of the district ; many oi.' whom 
are employees of the Eastman Kodak Company~ 
The School Plant 
Junior-Senior High School . In t be Hilton Central School 
District there are at the present time three structures in 
existence whic b bouse a total of approximately 2,000 pupils . 
All of these bu1ldtngs are located ~11 t hin the Village of 
Hilton. Located on West Avenue is t he largest of t hese 
structures, the present Junior- Senior High School. (see Map) 
Although this building was comple ted in September of 1953, 
a new wing was added to meet the increasing enrollment of 
the system. This section, which was compl e ted in September, 
1959, gave the District another twenty- two rooms, eight of 
which contain approximately 180 children at the intermediate 
level. Thus , this p l ant will eventuall y aooomodate a total 
15 
l 
of some 900 Junior- Senior High Students up cn the relocation 
of the intermediate children. 
Intermediate . A second structure is the former high 
school building and present Inter.mediate building with the 
11Netv Look" . This plant, which is located on Henry Stt:'eet, 
is t he oldest of' the three structures.. However, with the 
renovation program that has been carried out in the past two 
years, it continues to be conducive to learning for a group 
of approximately 600 pupils . Presently there are twelve 
sections of pupils originally from the Primary building and 
twelve sections of pupils at the intermediate -level. Looking 
forward to the school year 1959-60, however, some of the pri 
mary groups will be returned to the Hazel Jenkins Building 
(primary) permitting four sections of intermediate students 
to return . This will be made possibl e with the condition 
that the kindergarten children go on halr day sessions . 
Primary. The third and newest existing s tructure is 
the Hazel Jenkins School which currently houses twenty- one 
sections 9f prtmary grade children; seven k i ndergarten, 
seven first grades , six second grades , and one t hird grade . 
This bl.'lilding is located on a site off t he nort h end of 
Heinz Street, south of the New York Centr al Railroad tracks .• 
(See Map ) 
In addition to .the existing structures, on May 5th of 
t his year the people of the district vo'j;ed favorab:cy- on a 
million and quarter doll ar bond issue for the purpose of 
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, constructing another twent y- two room elementary building . 
This structure, which 'tvill conveniently be able to accommo ... 
date either primary or intermediate pupils, will be con-
structed on the present Hazel Jenkins School site. Pres~nt 
plans call for it to be attached to the existing building. 
Terms 
Two- trip System. In this situation, a two- trip system 
refers to a p l an 1n which each operator makes two trips in 
tbe morning over the same route for the arrival of pupil s, 
and two trips in the afternoon for the departure of pupils . 
Thus, each operator completes a total of four trips each 
school day. 
Three~ trip System. Similarly, a three. trip system 
refers to a plan in which each operator makes three runs in 
the morning over the same route tor the arrival of pupils 
and three runs in the afternoon for the departure of pupils . 
Under this plan each operator completes six runs per school 
day. 
Head Bus Driver , Effective July 1, 1959, the district 
once more will employ the services of a head bus driver, It 
was announced in a bulletin to the operators that the Board 
of Bducation bad made the appointment of Luther Schildt as 
Head Bus Driver and that he would assume his responsibilities 
in this capacity on the previ.ou.sly mentioned date.. The 
duties of the head bus driver are presently assumed by 
F(oward Smith, the Supervisor of Transportation, whose full 
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capaci t y is that of Assistant Supe~vising Principal. 
According to the announcement, tbe Head Bus Driver will 
perform the following functions: ( 1} Re aponsibili ty of mak-
ing special trip assignments; (2} Make arrangements for sub-
stitute drivers; {3) Will be responsible for the carrying ou 
of many of the day- to- day problems which might affect the 
operation of the fleet . 
Supervisor of Transportation. The .functions of the 
Supervisor of Transportat ion in Central Scheel District No . 
are performed by Nr . Howard Smit h. The responsibil i. ty of 
TrAnsportation Supervisor is a part of his \vide scope of ad• 
ministrative duties as Assistant Supervising Principal of t h 
District. All transportation personnel are ei t her directly 
or indirectl y responsible to him in carrying out their 
services related to transportation. 
Among the duties that Ur . Smith has as Supervisor of 
Transportation are as followst 
1 . The aoxiipletion of t_ransportation reports such 
as; The Transportation Data Chart and Ceiling 
Worksheet in June; Transportat ion Rou tl.ng Data 
in the Fall ; Application for Approval of Bus 
Capacity and Bus Purchase ; Supplementary Data 
for Capacity Approval . 
2 . Completion of the Transportation Budget~ 
3. Keeping records of expenditures suc h as bus 
operation and repairs . 
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4• Work on transportation personnel sal aries . 
5, Routing of buses. 
6 , Overall responsibility for discipline. 
7• nesponsibility for transportation policy. 
CHAPTER IV 
New Transportation Needs for 1959- 60 
Change to the Three- t rip System. In September of 1956, 
an experiment l¥aa begun in which the school district changed 
from a two- trip transportation system to a three- trip system. 
Prior to that year the operation of a. regul ar tt'lo- run sched• 
nle vras in e:f.fect . The need to change to a three- run system 
was brought about by chiefly two conditions: (1) the rapid 
enrollment of the school population and (2) the financial 
obligation o£ the school di'strict devoted tol-1ard a major 
building -program. 
Concerning the matter of the increasing enrollment of 
the school population, there seems to be no end in sight in 
the immediate future . . As Table l indicates , by the school 
year 1959• 60, the combined total of the elementary and 
Junior-senior high seboo1 population would reach an ant1ci • 
pated tota l of 2 , 250 or an increase of 269 pupils . If we 
were to project this trend. to the year 1960- 61 the t otal en-
rollment would be approximatel y 2, 533 or an increase of 283. 
A :rurther inspection of Table 1 reveals t hat by 1962- 63, the 
combined total school population would be about 3,050, or an 
increase of l ; 072 pupils . In general, the increase in school 
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enrollment f or the distric t seems to be about seven per cent 
annually. (Table 2) 
I n regard to t he second factor as a significant condi-
tion in t his need for a change, beginning in 1953 tne dist-
rict taxpayers have helped ~inance t he construction of two 
new structures and last May favorably voted a bond issue to 
constr uct a third. 
-, 
I~ 1953 the original Junior- Senior high school was 
built at a cost of two t.illion dollars . To this structure 
an addition of eleven rooms was compl eted in September of 
1958 at a coat of six hundred thousand dollars. The newest 
existing edifice is the Hazel Jenkins Prima:cy School which 
was completed in 1957 at a cost of ne.arly ·a million dollars. 
Currentl y , a new twenty- two room, million dollar pl ant 
is under construction and is expected to be completed for 
t he opening of the fall session in 1960. 
The Need to Return to a Two- trip System 
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By the school year 1959, t hree years after the programw~ls 
initiated, certain factors became evident vt-, ich indicated 
t he necessity of considering a return t o the two• trip system. 
According to the transportation report of January 20, 
1959, which was submitted to the Board of Education in the 
Spring of the same year, the following reasons are given for 
t he need to convert tp the two-trip system: 
1 . To l engt hen the Primary School day, wh.1le still 
maintaining a longer High School day • 
2. To operate our f l eet efficiently and possibly lower 
maintenance cost . 
3. To advance t he starting time of the Intermediate 
School to make better use of th e pupils' energies 
for educational purposes .• 
4. To make available t he Intermediate School gymnasium 
facilities for after school activities . 
Much consideration in the conversion to the two- trip 
system was given to tbe first factor mentioned above . This 
relates to the inst~lotional time all oted to the different 
educational divisions . School policy in regard to this 
factor favors a. longer high school day because of expanded 
curricular and extra~curricular activities at this level . 
Thu.s, 1 t was necessary to t-J'Ork out a schedule which would 
allow approximately six and one-half hours for the Junior-
Senior Hi gh program and six hours for the elementary groups. 
In addition, the :t'aet that t he kindergarten was going on two 
sessions had to ·be taken into consicsration. As the time 
schedule on page 71 indicates , the morning kindergarten 
group arri'V·es on the se-cond run 'td tb tbe High School and 
leaves at noon. In tur~ the a f ternoon session arrives at 
noon and leaves with the Hi gh School group in t he afternoon. 
In regard to the second factor given as a reason for 
the conversion, it might be noted that although more buses 
will be needed to put the plan into operation, the buses 
will be traveling less time and fewer miles . Thus, there 
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may be a pass bility to carry ou a more eoonom oa· program~ 
It would appear logical also, t hat t bere would be fewer 
problems of servicing and maintaining of buses .. 
In reference to the hiring of addi tional bus operators, 
although more would be needed to operate the new buses, the 
fact that the vehicles would make fewer runs s bould more tha 
balance the added cost of hiring the new drivers . 
Proposed Plan 
The proposed plan to meet the need to convert to the 
two- trip system is outlined on page two of the January 20, 
1959 tra..Tlsportation report to the Board of Education. As 
the report indicates, the plan includes two morning and two 
afternoon runs along with two noon kindergarten runs. In 
actual operation however, a change has been made relative to 
the kindergarten runs in that only five buses will be used 
to transport the children and will haul the afternoon group 
upon the departure of the morning group. Thus,. as can be 
observed from the schedule of arr.ival and departure, the 
second group of kindergarten children will arrive at 12:55. 
A further inspection of the plan on page two of the report 
will reveal infor.mation concerning tentative bus arrivals 
and departures, approximate number of pupils to be transport 
ed according to the different grade divisions, the total 
number of tripe to be made, and t he proposed number of buses 
needed to transport the pupils, including those for the 
parochial runs. 
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Despite the reasons brought forth in favor of the con .. 
version to the two- trip system, there were several d.if.ficul-
ties to be encountered by the cbange_. These difficulties 
outlined in the January 20th report are ·: (1) Athletes must 
be dismissed early for soccer and baseball grun.es away; ( 2 ) 
Junio~Senior High $chool intramural and club programs must 
be scheduled at 8 :00 A. r-1 .; (3) 'l'he pick• up of primary pupils 
might be considered too early by some parents; (4 ) The 
schedule would result in a one- half hour lay- over for eight-
een drivers , 
Concerning item two, it was discovered to be impossible 
to schedule intramurals at that time because the elementary 
buses on the early runs were loaded to· capacity. To remedy 
this, an activity run of t~1o buses i s scheduled one hour 
aft er regular school hours ~ to transport pupils who partici-
pate 1n extra. curricul ar activi ties . 
CHAPTER V 
The Data• Pl .. oce·saing Procedure 
Probably the procedure in meeting the transportation 
needs of each d.iatric t woul d vary according to the nature of 
problems encountered. Techniques and methods which would 
meet tbe objectives of one school system may not serve well 
for another. In many cases . experimentation with numerous 
and various approaches have to be tried before satisfaction 
results . 
Undoubtly, under normal conditions , the &lperviaor of 
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., transportation would establish over a period of years , a 
logical sequence o,f steps in solving transportation probl ems . 
Although e ssentially t he srune type of work is produced, in 
situations where the transportation supervisor has a wide 
scope of admi nistrative responsibility, a di.ff'erent viewpoint 
concerning transportation matters may be considered, 
In the Hilton Central School System, since the duti es 
of the supervisor of transportation are assumed by the assis-
tant supervising principal, it is obvious tbat this dual 
role ~ntails much responsibility . Because of t he nature of 
the eiroumstanc es in this particular situation, many times 
it is necessary for t he transportation supervisor to attempt 
to solve pressing ma tters pertaining ·to transportation first, 
regardless of procedural sequence . I n other words , fir st 
t hings have to be done .first. 
In general , aft er t he transportation needs for the 
system have been established, t be following steps h~ve been 
taken or will be taken, although not necessarily 1n this 
order, to meet the challenge of converting to the planned 
two- trip system: 
1.· Gathering i nformation 
a . fi ling system 
b . maps of distric t 
c, census reports, us ed to determine approximate 
number of buses 
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d , list of pupils riding on each bus made out f or ~~· ~~========================9=== 
'J bus driver which is to be corrected by him 
e, census and enr cllment data 
2. Purchasing of buses. 
3. ~lapwork - placing pins on maps. 
4• Rerouting of buses. 
5. Bus assignments, 
6q Application for approved seating capacity and bus 
purchase forms . 
7. Description of routes. 
Gathering Information 
Census RGJ20rts . Census reports are a valuable source 
of information to the supervisor of transportation for two 
principal reasons: (1) they serve as an aid in furnishing 
information for the bus cards, especially the new regis-
trants and (2) they are used to compile composite census and 
enrollment data sucb as t hat illustrated on page 76. 
Census and Enrollment Data . Another important source 
of information which 1.s greatl y utilized in setting up the 
transport ation program, particularly in determining tbe num~ 
ber of buses needed to be purchased, is the census and en. 
rollment data , It is unnecessary to say that tbis type of 
information has other pertinent uses in other aspects of 
school operation in meeting short ter.m objectives as well as 
comparatively long term objectives. 
Pu;eil Rider List fer Driver.. The bus driver can also 
help with supplying information on pupils that are transpor-
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r ted to and fPom school. Upon the passage of several days 
after the opening of school in September, the operator is 
given a list of pupils who ride on his bus . This list is 
compiled from the card file . To this list he can make addi-
tions, corrections, or any other adjustment ~ This may serve 
as a double check for the supervisor in assuming that every 
bus assignment is correct and every pupil has a card in the 
file , 
Maps of the District . Familiarizing oneself with the 
school district is indeed most helpful in operating a practi-
cal and efficient t ransportation program. 11. number of up- to-
date maps, both large and small, of the dis~rict, on which 
the district boundaries , roads and streets are clearly print-
ed should be available, In addition, as an aid in establish-
ing the routing system, maps showing the routes of the past 
year or years should be made available to the transportation 
supervisor . To help with t he pinning, road and street num-
bers can then be written on the map or maps at strategic lo-
cations. Needless to say, if one desires to become more 
familiar with the roads and streets of the school district, 
a tour can be made ~ 
I believe that an important aspect of pupil transporta~ 
tion is the gatbe~1ng of pertinent information related to: 
(1) the pupils living in the district, including t hose who 
attend parochial school s , and especiall y those who are to be 
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~ transported according to law (one and one- half mil e regula-
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_._____ 
r tion ~or elementary and two miles for high school); and (2) 
the location of roads and streets within t he district . 
Obviousl~ the 1nfor~mation gat hered on transportation is 
not limited solely to the two areas mentioned above . In this 
district, financial records are kept on equipment and mater-
ials and ~pplies related to transportation. Whenever possi-
ble, accurate and detailed accounts are kept of the cost and 
usage of each major type of equipment and supply, such as 
tires and batteries. In addition, detailed mileage records 
are kept for research on future planning. In planning for 
future needs, it is necessary to plan for replacement as well 
as for expansion. 
The fo llowing forms of information appear to be mos t 
helpful in serving as a basis for transportation planning: 
(1) Card filing system; (2) Mapa of the district; (3) Census 
report; (4) Pupil rider list; ( 5) Census and enrollment date.. 
Card Filing Sys tem. Pertaining to infor.roation gathered 
on each pupil t hat rides a bus to and from school according 
to the one and one•half mile regulation law, a filing system 
is kept which holds a 311 by 5'' curd for each pupil . On the 
card is recorded such information as the studen~s name and 
address, phone number and parent ' s name and occupation. These 
cards are divided into two general classifications: · (1) the 
elementary group ; and (2) the Junior-Senior H.igh group ; which 
in turn represent the t\-w general runs . Since t he district 
operated on a three- trip system in 1958-59, the cards were 
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,- divided into three general classifications: ll) t he Primary 
group; (2) the Intermediate group; and (3) the Junior- Senior 
Hi.gb group , This pr•ocedure may perhaps at first appear to 
be a tedious task, but after the job is completed all this 
information is readily and conveniently accessable. This 
informAtion becomes more functional when the filed cards are 
' 
kept up to date . The information for the cards can be ob-
tained from either census reports or registration files, 
Purchase of New Buses 
The Hilt on District currently operates a fleet of 
eighteen buses, two of which are spares, to transport pupils 
to and ~om school . With tbe conversion to a wo- trip system 
from the present t hree-trip system, the proposed pl ans for 
the year 1959-60 call for the purchase of five new buses . 
This plan has been approved by the Board of Education and 
pending the approval of the bus purchase resolution by the 
voters at the annual district budget meeting in July, the 
necessary number of buses will probably be purchased~ 
Relative to bus purc hasing, the following sequence ot 
steps is sugeested in the Transportation Handbook: 1 
1 . Det ermine t he need. 
2. Commence Board of Education action. 
a . Establish specifications, giving regard to com-
pet i tive bidding . 
1. State ...!iducation Department Bureau of Field Financial 
Services, £R• £1i•• P ~ 37 . 
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, b • Propose the method of payment, 
c. Present a bus purchase resolution "lio the voters . 
d. Authorize the advertising for bids. 
3, Advertise for bids~ 
~-· Accept (by Board of Education) lowest responsible 
bid (conditiondng final acceptance upon required 
approvals to be secured by district.) 
5. Submit an "Application for Approval of Bus Capacity 
and Bus Purchase" through the superintendent oz-
district superintendent of schools to the State 
EducE~.tion Department. This shoul d be aceompaniod 
by a nsupplementary Data foil Capacity Approval" 
form . 
6. Accept (by Board of Education) delivery of the bus 
only after a careful inspection and approval based 
on the judgment of a qualified person. Such appro-
val should also be based on a verification of the 
price at which the bus is being billed. 
1. Secure license plates from the Bureau of Motor 
Vehicles . 
8 . Have lnspection made by the Public Service Commis-
sion inspector. 
9 . Report delivery to the Bureau of Field Financial 
Services of the State Education Department . 
In the suggested steps mentione~ it is assumed that 
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l tbe.re will be sufficient time between t he date when the bus ===*============================~== 
r purchase resolution is approved by the voters and the needed 
date of delivery to conduct the necessary advertising and 
biddinr pr~cedures. When this is not true because of a 
locally desired procedure, the advertising and acceptance 
o£ bids may take place prior to the vote of the people . 
!Iowever, it is important that the advertising notice indicate 
that approval of the voters must yet be secured. 
Considerin~ the first step of the suggested procedure 
mentioned above, the need for the purchase of five new buses 
was established on basically two factors: (1) the conversion 
from the present three- trip system to a two- trip system; and 
(2) the increase in school enrollment . In the Transportation 
Report of January 20 , 1959, it was recommended that the pur-
chase of the new buses was needed to make the change to the 
two- trip system. To the taxpayer in the district this meant 
an increase of approx~ately four dollars per thousand on the 
assessed valuation of property . 
Up on examining the I~eport more closely, it can be seen 
that for the two trips in t he morning and the two trips in 
the afternoon (departure) , including the parochial runs , ten-
tatively a total of twenty- three buses will be needed. With 
the spare bueea, which are indicated in the righ t hand column 
tho total strength of the fleet for 1959· 60 will have to be 
increased to twenty- three from the present eighteen if t he 
need for conversion is to be successfully met . 
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~ placed chiefly on the plan to change to the two- trip system, 
the increased school enrollment factor is significant. ~s 
can be noted by ref'er!'iing to Table 2 (graph on enrollment 
trend), the school enrollment since 1954-55 has stendily 
increased about an average of seven percent a year, or about 
155 pupils . If this trend in Achool enrollment were to con• 
tinue, in a decade an anticipated .forty bus fleet can be 
conceived for the district. 
By comparison, it shoul d be pointed out that if the 
dis trict were to continue the present t hree- trip system for 
the year 1959- 60 , and the parochial schools were to receive 
the SL~e service as this year, four new buses would have 
been needed regardless . 
Since the annual district budget mee ting was hel d on 
July 14th, this year, at which time the bus resolution was 
submitted along with the budget, the procedure in regards 
to bus purchasing varied s omel"lhat from the sequence of steps 
in the example mentioned previousl y . Essentially, howeve~, 
the se.me form of action b!lS been taken. 
In general, these steps include: 
1. Approval by the Bonrd of Education on such matters 
as : 
a. Specifications 
b . Method of payment 
o . Authorization of the advertising for bids . 
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3. Acceptance by t he Board of Education the lowest 
responsible bid with the condition that acceptance 
upon required approvals to be approved by the 
district. 
4. Submittance of "'Application for Approval of the 
Bus Capacity and Bus Purchase 11 to the State Educa-
tion Department accompanied by ttsupplementary Data 
for Oapaci ty Approval" .form. 
5. The acceptance by the Board of Educat ion of t he 
buses after a careful inspection and approval 
based on the judgment of a qualified person. 
6. Securing of license plates from the Bureau of 
Motor Vehicles . 
7. Inspection made by tbe Public Service Commission 
inspector. 
8, Report of delivery to the Bureau of Field Financial 
Services of t he State Education Department. 
This year, ·in an effort to economize on long term bus 
purchases, a different approach was attempted by the admin-
istration, In the past , all of the buses have been purchas-
ed by the issuing of notes . With the buses that are needed 
currently and witb those that are anticipated in the future , 
the interest paid on the bus notes can ~ount to a large 
sum of money .. The answer, of course , would be cash pul'chases , 
t hereby relieving the taxpayers from interest payments . How¥ 
ever, to pay cash for all of' the buses needed in a given 
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IJ year undoubtedly imposes a financial burden on the district . 
A proposal submitted in the Spring of 1959 which actual-
ly employs a combination of these two methods was approved 
by the Board of Education. By a "Budget Plan", as it is re-
ferred to, each year a part of the number of buses needed is 
included in the budget. The remaining number of buses is 
purchased by separate resolution. For example, in 1959•60 
when this plan goes into effect, two buses will be budget 
items and the other three will be purchased by a separate 
resolution. (Ref'er to Table 3)· 
According to the -rrew York State Education Law1 Article 
33, Section 1619 of the Common School District, which is in .. 
eluded in Section 103 of the General Municipal Law, contracts 
in which the expenditure involved is in excess of 1,000 
dollars, must be submdtted to bidders . l It is presumed that 
any one bus would cost more than tbis amount, A district 
may, however, be per-mitted by law4 upon the adoption of a 
resolution by a. ·vote of at least two-tbi~ds of all members 
of the Board of Education, to standardize on one particular 
bype of bus . Such a resolution must also contain a full ex~ 
planation of the reasons for its adoption. This procedure 
is followed for each purchase that is made .2 
In the Hilton system, the "Reo" has met the requirements 
of a reliable vehicle; consequently, the beard of Education 
1 . Hageny~ Wm. J . , Handbook of New York State Education Law, 
1_958 Revision, P • 110. l~====~2~·~I~L~i~d~· ~' =P~· ~l~1~1~·~'========================================~======= 
~ has standardized on this make for the past two years " 
Napwork 
Upon g~thering and carefully studying all pertinent in-
formation, the process of pinning the maps ensues~ The pins 
t hat are used on the district maps can probably be purchased 
in 1"11m~rous colors from any stationery store. The purpose 
cf pinning, of course, is to locate the exact place of resi-
dence of each child who will ride t he school bus . These same 
maps w.ill in turn be used for planning school bus routes, 
Rerouting of Buses 
In establishing tbe school bus routes in our system, 
the attempt to keep tbe b-est ·interest of the child in mind 
bas been made. The routes will be established to avoid keep. 
ing children on the bus for an unduly long time. Young 
children tire easily and it is important for them not to have 
to arise too early or to spend too much t~e on the bus dur-
ing trips to and· from the sc hool. Although, this is what is 
desired, certain drcumstanees make the ideal situation dif-
ficult to achieve or at times, even 1mpossi l le to attain. 
When these situations occur, the attempt is made to accompl-
ish the best under the circumstances . 
According to the Transportation Handbook, the following 
criterions are suggested for route planning: 1 
1. Keep at a minimum the number of haz.ards sueb as 
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steep hills , dangerous approaches to intersections, 
railroad crossings, narrow bridges , sharp curves, 
crowns of hills and obstructions to visibility. 
2. Make sure that necessary "turn .. arounds" are safe 
and suitable in all weather conditions . 
3. Load and discharge pupils so that it is not 
necessary for them to cross rnain highways in order 
to reach their homes. 
4. Plan routes so that majority of tbe children do 
not have to ride in excess of halt an hour on the 
way to or from school. It is generally accepted 
that one hour should be the absolute maximum riding 
time . 
5. Keep bus stops on hills of appreciable grade at a 
minimum. Where such stops are necessary they should 
be served as the bus is traveling down hill,;. These 
stops should be properly posted by use of School 
Bus Safety signs. 
6. Avoid all duplication or unnecessary mileage of 
any kind. 
7 . Each route should provide a reasonable pupil load 
for the bus used~ It is desirable that a seat be 
provided for each rider. 
8. Apply equitably and consistently the policy govern-
ing the distance beyond which children will be trans• 
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9. Provide for duly recognized exceptions to the poliCJ 
mentioned in nan above, which may be necessary be-
cause of particular hazards or due to t he physical 
or health limitations of the individual pupils . 
10. Provide for the transportation of pupils who attend 
non- publ ic schools . 
~es o~ Routes . In relation to types of school bus 
routes , Grieder and Rosenstengel tell us t hat t here are two 
general t ypes: (1) the "circular" or uloop"; and (2) t he 
11 shoestr1.ngu. l The circular or loop route usually begins at 
t he school, makes a cir cl e .and returns to .the school . The 
!ransportation Handbook describes t his t ype of route as na 
main trunk route which circumscribes an area by using dif-
ferent roads on the out going and i ncoming trips . 2 This type 
of route has the advantage of equalizing the time which pupils 
spend on the bus if the bus travels in t he same direction on 
each trip so that the first child on in the morning is the 
~irst off at night.3 The main criticism of t he circular 
route is that those pupils wbo live near the school are load· 
ed first and are hauled a greater distance t han they live 
f r om sebool . 4 The shoestring route, according to the Trans-
E._Ort a t ion Handbook, is "a main or trunk route which extends 
1. Grieder and Rosenstengel, Public School Admi nistration, 
p. 286 ~ 
2. State Education Department Bureau of Field F'inancial 
Services, ~~ £11., P• 53. 
3. ~., p. 53~ 
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from t he school to some terminal point out in the distr ict" . 
It is more popular since the bus is usually s tored overnight 
' 
at or near tbe ond. of the route . Tberef'ore, t bose pupils 
who live the greatest distance from school will be loaded 
fir st and those who live nearest the school will load l ast. 
This method also el iminates haul ing full loads long distances 
In some systems there are times when it is necessary to 
operate auxiliary buses to col lect a few c hildr en Who l ive 
long distances f r om the r egul ar routes or those who may have 
to travel . Auxiliary buses are usually smaller t han those 
used on t he regular routes . 
There are other types of routes with which s chool offici 
als responsibl e for the pl anning of bus routes should be faro~ 
iliar. A nreeder route" extends f r om some t ransfer point on 
t he main route farther out in the district. Tbe use of a 
feeder route may be for one or more of the following reasons: 
(1 ) to limit t he use of a large bus to improved roads; (2) to 
reduce travel time on the main rou te; or (3 ) to provide horse 
drawn conveyances on roads whi ch nt times may be impassable 
to motor vehicles . .A "spur routen is similar to o. feeder 
route in that it extends from a point on the main route 
further out into tbe district. The distinc tion lies in that 
a regular main route bus serves the spur, whereas an auxili-
ary vehicle serves a feeder. Spur routes are necessary where 
main routes do .not meet establ ished s tandards of service . A 
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l final type {)f. route which is sometimes used is the n shut t l e" . 
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A shuttle route ,.extend:S between two or more school bui.ldings 
and is often required for the transfer of pupil s in districts 
operating two or more school s , 
In pl anni ng the bus routes f'or the Hilton system, suffi-
cient confidence was given in the u$e of the circular and 
shoestr ing routes , or , in some oases the use of a combinatio 
of the two . Because of the nature of the J?oad system and 
"\\ 
distribution of the school population, there was no need for 
the other types of routes menttoned above . 
Rlanning the Bus Routes. · There were several significant 
factors considered in pl anning the school bus routes for the 
district: 
1, The regrouping of pupils from the three- trip system 
to the t wo-trip ~stem; that is the 8 A~M, run con-
sisting of pupils in grades one t hru six and the 
9 A,M. run consisting of pupils in the kindergartens 
and seven thru twelve (two- trip ) , reGrouped from 
the 8 ~.M . Junior- Senior High, 9 A.M. Primary, and 
9:45A.M. Intermediate (three- trip) . 
2 .. Ch.ildren in tbe District attending the Parochial 
schools . ( St. John ' s, Mother of Sorrows, Lutheran) 
to be transported according to the State Law which 
places tbe District in obligation to transport 
' 
those to pn~ochial · ~chools within an eight mile 
radius ot: the parochial school • 
.3 .. The double session kindergarten classes which meant 
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t hat the noon runs had to be arranged so that the 
buses could haul in the afternoon group upon leav~ 
ing the morning group .• 
4. The pupil distribution. 
5. The shortest and least time consuming routes . 
Mother of Sorrows. This year, since the class lists o!' 
pupils in the district attending lviot her o!' Sorrows Parochial 
School in Greece were available, t he pinning proceeded on a 
separate map, eleven inches by eight inches_. The Mother of 
Sorrows group from the Hilton .District numbered appr oxtmate-
ly 200 , therofore four buses were assigned to transport 
these pupil s . Since the eight mile regulation in this case 
includes the pupils in t he District who reside predominately 
east of the Manitou Road, the concent ration of pupil dis-
tribution was readily obse1•ved. The routes were t hen plan-
ned on another smaller map , eleven inches by eight inches , 
which can be seen on page 59 . 
Noon Ki ndergarten Runs . The next task was to pin those 
pupils in the ten kindergarten sections who reside outside 
of the one and one half mile r egulation ( see map, p . 62 ) • 
This group which numbers approximately 200 (excluding village 
pupils), was pinned on a separate map primarily !'or conveni-
ence in pl anning the noon kindergarten bus runs ., The noon 
kindergarten runs were t hen comp l eted despite the fact t hat 
the situation presente-d a rather unique problem. An arrange-
ment was made so t hat the afternoon gr oup could be loaded 
-.---
upon the depar ture of the morning session. 
Master Route Plan - First and Secon!f RegulaP Runs·. Upon 
the completion of the noon kindergarten routes, the pinning 
and planning or the first regular bus routes followed . At 
this point I might add that bot h groups , that is , grades one 
thru six (pupils who comprise the first run) and the Junior~ 
Senior High (pupils who comprise second run) were pinned on 
one large map , thirty- six inches by twent y- six inches , in 
order to get a better understanding of the pupil distribu• 
tion in general~ On this map · also , were pinned the pupi·ls 
of the district who attend the par ochial school of St . John~ 
( 
in Spencerport ( approx3~ately forty- five pupils) and St . Pau~ 
in Hilton (appr oximately eight pupils)·. Since the number 
of these parochial pupils was relatively small , it was not 
necessary to pin them on a separate map . Each group on the 
map , of course , is distinguished by different colored pins . 
With the pinning completed , the next job was to estab-
lish the bus routes .for the first bus run; grades one thru 
six.. This was dona on a. separate smaller map . In as much 
., 
as the route~ for the two- trip system follow basicall y those 
oi' the three- trip schedule, the maps showing the routing 
system of the past year were utilized as a general guide in 
establiabin(! the l"outes for the coming year . What essenti-
ally occurs wi tb the changeover is a :rorm of consolidation 
accompanied by thesQdition of two ne~ routes t o handle the 
increased enrollment. Thus, ta king into cons:tderation the 
ho 
criterion mentioned on page 38, the routes for the elementar~ 
pupil transportation were t hen established . 
Except for a few minor changes, t he routing system for 
the second run is essentially the same as that of the first 
run. These changes can be seen on the routing map on page 
56. 
In establishing the bus routes, the use of both numbers 
and letters was a t tempted to seek a convenient and practical 
arrangement . The numbers and letters were, on separate 
trials, arbitrarly given to the anticipated routes respectivE-
l y. As a final choice , the use of letters proved to be 
more satisfactory in tbie situation. The reason for this 
choice was due to the fact that by u~ing letters, the routes 
could be more clearly and readily identified on the maps . 
The comparison can be made by examining the maps on pages 
56 thru 62 . These lettered routes also correspond to the 
twenty-tw·o buses available i'or the transportation of pupils , 
leaving the two ·buses to be used as spares. 
Preparational Worksheets 
In preparing the final plans for the routing system, 
the l us assignments, and the seating capacity of each bus, 
several preliminary charts and worksheets were formed. 
Utilizing the census data, routing information of the past 
year and other sources of information gat hered, the desired 
arrangements were established, often on a trial and error 
basis, The table on page 80 represent s the final paper 
1.!.1 
, that was prepared, after several trial ones were discarded. 
A vaJ.uabl~ use of the worksheets was made in the preparation 
of the Trans:eort ation Routing Data shee t . An inspection 
of the worksheets will reveal that the information given i s 
essent iall y the same as that requested in compl eting the 
September repor t . 
Bus Assi gnments 
If possible~ in assigni ng routes to the operators it 
would be hel pful t o consider frunil iari ty of the routes . In 
this particular case , wherever possible , the same routes 
were assigned to the drivers that they had the previous year. 
Fall and Spring Reports 
Among the many responsibilities of the Transportation 
Directol .. is the completion of t1.vo important state reports, 
the Transportation Routing Data sheo·t and the Trans:eortation 
Data Chart and Ceiling ~lorksheet . The former is completed 
in September while the latter is sent to the State in June . 
As the title indicates 1 the September report is a record of 
information on each route and bus of the distr ict. On the 
sheet is l isted information on routes , buses , mil eage, and 
the number of pupils riding each bus . Appendix B demonstrataJ 
a number of e:x.amples t~hich have been done for the purpose 
of illustration. 
The Transportation Data Chart and Ceiling Worksheet 
h.2 
~ contains basically the same informat ion as that of the Fall 
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report. Included in this report in addition to the informa-
tion on routes and buses, are categories which deal with 
amortization, storage, insurance, drivers ' salaries, and 
maintenance and operation of buses . The compl etion of the 
report involves the task of determining the amount of state 
aid the district will receive for its t r ansportation facili-
tie s , The two ma~n factors in this report which determine 
the amount of state appropriation are: {1 ) the mileage cover-
ed; and (2) the approved capacity of the buses . The proce-
dure employed in computing the amount of' state aid received 
by tbe district is gven on the reverse side of the ceiling 
worksheetw 
Keeping up t o Date 
Of course, the work of the Supervisor of Transportation 
does not end when the buses , with their prec.ious cargo aboar~ 
have finally begun to roll on the i nitial day of school . In 
order to have a continued success£ul transportation program, 
sources of information such as census data end the various 
bulletins t hat come 1n1 must be methodically f iled for ready 
reference . This also refers to any information concerning 
the bus dr.t~rers . 
The card file, 'tvhich holds the information on pllpils 
riding on the buse:=t is kept up to da.te along with the pinn-
ing of the maps . "Liitb . the cooperation of' the office staff 
of eacQ building in notifying the transportation department 
l · of students who are coming into and l eaving the school 
_..._ 
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district, a good working roundation for the following year 's 
program can be realized. 
In addition, accurate accounts on mileage, equipment, 
and expendibles are carefully recorded and filed for ready 
rererence. It is up to the transportation supervisor to 
provide the most transportation service for the taXpayer's 
doll ars, and whenever possible, attempt to economize . 
Description of Routes for 1959w60 
Once the bus routes are carefully and clearly planned, 
a composite list of the descriptions of the routes , includ-
ing the parochial and special class runs is prepared. This 
information is distributed to each driver for study and if 
necessary 1 correc te <l. • The brief description of each route 
includes the precise course with road and sttteet names and· 
directions each driver is to follow. The village stops are 
also included in these descriptions . 
It must be realized, of course, that changes may be 
necessary to make -as the school year prog resses. With a con-
tinual appraisal of the routing system, better and n1ore 
economical service can be offered to the district . 
CHAPTER VI 
District Transportation Policy 
Although at the present time there is no written policy 
relative to transporta-tion, there exists certain fundamental 
practices which serve a.s a guide. in governing transportation 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
func t ions . 
The intention of this paper i n deal ing with policy is 
not to conduc t a thorough research of the mat ter. It is 
rather, an attempt to gather and present t o t he reader these 
fundamental practices of the basic areas which deal wit h 
transportat ion. These areas may be arranged as follows: 
(1) Discipline ; (2) Bus Safet y Drills; and (3) Loading and 
Unloading. 
Di sciRline. The school bus is often referred to as a 
"Classroom on Wheels". As such , the bus operator is as re ... 
\ 
sponsible for discipline on the bus as the teacher is in the 
classroom. I believe that in order for the driver to per-
form. his service wit hout any impediment , discipline on t he 
bus is vitall y import ant . Keeping the emotional pres sur e 
down by getting children in the proper mood on the bus will 
enable him to perform a more safe and con~etent ser vice . 
There are several measures cur rentl y in pr actice which 
cover various aspec t s of discipline . 
Bus Behavior . 
a . Except in cases where the bus is overloaded and 
chil dren must stand in the aisl es , all children 
are t o be seated before leaving school . All 
heads and arms shoul d be inside the bus . 
b ~ After pupils have boarded the bus at each stop, 
they must be seated before the bus continues 
its run. 
, ~une ttons . 
I· 
__ ...._____ 
The intention or this paper in dealing with policy is 
not to conduct a thorough research of the matter. It is 
rathe r, an attempt to gather and present to the reader these 
~undamental practices of the basic areas which deal with 
transportation. '.fhese areas may be arranged as follows: 
(l) Discipline ; (2) Bus Safety Drills; and (3) Loading and 
Unloading.,, 
Disciplin~. The school bus is often referred to as a 
nclassroom on \vheels" • As such, the bus operator is as l"e .. 
sponsible for discipline on the bus as the teacher is in the 
classroom, I believe that in order for the driver to per-
form his service without eny impediment ., discipline on the 
bus is vitally important. Keeping the emotional pressure 
down by getting children in the proper mood on the bus '\~111 
enable him to perform a more safe and competent service. 
There are several measures currently in practice which 
cover various aspects of discipline ~ 
Bus Behavior., 
a ., Except; in case s where the bus is overloaded and 
children must stand in tho a isles, all children 
are to be seated before leaving school. All 
heads and arms should be inside the bus . 
b ~ After pupils he.ve boarded the bus at each stop, 
be sure they are seated before starting up ~ 
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Passes. 
a. Junior- Senior High pupils are not permitted 
on the Elementary runs , either morning or 
a:fternoon unless they have passes, or a;re 
listed on pe~anent lists issued to the 
driver. 
b . No pupil; Elementary or High School, should 
be permitted to ride a bus other than hie 
own without written or verbal permission 
from the school office. 
c. Elementary pupils should not be dropped off 
at places other than their own barnes without 
written requests f'rom the parents or notifi-
cation by theschool office. Although this 
is not required for Junior- Senior pupils., it 
is recommended that they be returned in the 
afternoon to their regular stop unless they 
can sincerely justify the necessity of getting 
off elsewhere. 
Bus Safe:t:y Drills . Safety is paramount in the t hink-
ing and decisions of all personnel involved. With the in• 
creasing enrollment and expansion of the physical facilities$ 
it is apparent that the Hilton System will face greater 
transportation problems in the future . It is vital, there-
fore, that drivers be kept abrenet with tbe latest safety 
Jl precautions, regulations and practices. This may be accom-
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rr pliahed partly by a 0 ontinuous program of driver training . 
According to the Handbook on New York State Education 
Law. (Section 3623), a minimum of three emergency drills 
are required on each school bus during t he first week of the 
fall term', This drill is to include instruction on the use 
of windows as a means of escape in case of fire or accident,l 
In the Hilton System, bus drills are conducted in com• 
pliance with the law mentioned above, The following practice 
are carried out in re&ard to bus emergency drills : 
1. The days on wbich t he- drills will be conducted will 
be announced by the Director of Transportation. 
2. Drills will be held at schools on the first stop. 
All pupils should be unl oaded t hrough the emergency 
door at that time , with those going to a different 
buil ding reloading . Drill s at the second and t hird 
stops will not be necessary. 
3• The driver shoul d be at t he emergency door to assist 
pupils. 
4. In case of rain, the drill may be postponed until 
the following day , 
Loading and Unl oadi ng. 
Bus Loads. The number of pupil s riding on each bus will 
vary generall y according to the size of the bus , the age 
group baing transported and the approved capacity., Buses 
Can be purchased wit h a seating capac.ity of up to s:txty .... two 
1 . Hagney, 2E,t ill· ' p . f-6 ._ 
,.,-
.. 
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passengers, although most bu.ses purchased by the district 
are of forty- throe , fifty and sixty seating capacity. An 
additional twenty per cent of the seatingcapacity is allowed 
to stand in the aisle of each bus , 
Since elementary pupils are generally smaller physical• 
ly than high school students, more of them can be transport-
ed per bus . Through experience it has been discovered that 
three elementary pupils can be placed in one seat, whereas 
only two high school students can ride on a seat of t he same 
size. Thus , the load size for a bus transporting elementary 
students may be sixty while that of a high school group may 
be fifty. With these suggested load sizes, every pupil bas 
a seat, leaving the bus aisle clear. 
Village Loading . The general philosophy of the district 
in this regard is that since all of the peopl e in the distrid 
support the transportation facilities through taxation, all 
children including the village children, are entitled to the 
privilege of riding to school on the bus . 
In order to perform this service ns conyeniently as 
possible, four stops have been strategically designated 
within the limits of the Village. These stops are clearly 
described in the list o:f bus routes made out for the drivers 
{page 73) . In brief, there are two stops on hast Avenue , one 
on Lake Avenue, and one on South Avenue . Any chil d who lives 
in the Village and wishes to ride to school on the bus, may 
tlalk to any one of' these stops. 
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CHAPTER VII 
Looking t o the Future 
l-11 th the increasing importance and rapidly expanding 
transportation service in our system, it is to be expected 
that much time and effort as ~ell as adequate financial sup-
port be provided to maintain an effective and practical 
transportation program, In order to accomplish this, a total 
cooperative spirit is necessary &mong t he Board of EducationJ 
the Administration, members of the Transportation Department , 
pupils, parents , the public , and organizations such as law 
enforcement agencies . 
Although much progress has been made in the past year, 
·there are some aspects of the total tre.n spor~ation program 
that can be further developed . Probably, a phase of the 
program which needs immediate attentlon is t bat o:f driver 
training "' The Hilton Sys t em ia rapidly growing and in all 
probabllity will continue to grow which means that the trans-
portation depart~ent will pa~allel this d~velopment. There 
will be. more buses purchased and in turn more drivers hired . 
A driver training p~ogram would coordinate and convey to all 
the drivers important information pertaining to safety, dis-
cipline, handling of buses, mec hanics, and possibly a means 
to run a more economized program~ A technique used ef:fective• 
l y by systems which have progressed in this aspect of 
transportation is the driver training workshop ., 
Another area of work which wi l l probably be emphasized 
l i 
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will be that of keeping counts on tbe co~sumption of 
materials and depreciation on equipment . Despite the :fact 
that records are cu.:r-rently being kept on some of t hese items" 
time is insufficient to handle sny of these accounts in de~ 
tail~ Also, such detailed account~ if kept over a long 
period of' time and carefully analyzed , may lead to means of 
performing more service at a lower cos t . 
As the district grows, the trnnsporte.tlon system will 
also grow. vlhen this development occurs, t he work in handl ... 
ing the transportation department will greatly expand~ mak-
ing it difficult for one person to carry on responsibilities 
of another office as well. It may be necessary in the future 
to b ire a person solely to execute the func tiona of director 
of transportation, so that he can devote his full ttme and 
effort in meeting the demands of the expanding transportation 
department , As a full tirae transportation director1 this 
person will have :more time to inti~oduoe and develop a good 
driver training ·woJ•kshop program. He can also devote more 
time in keeping his sources of information up to date with 
more efficiency. In addition~ detail ed records and accounts 
can be more accu rately kep t, and when necessary, more advan-
. tageousl y analyzed . 
· Another need of the district concerning transportation 
ts that of. a wl'"itten policy. Thi.s need for a set of princi-
pals or a guide will become mor•e evident as t he tranaporta .. 
tion system grows and t he operations become more complex. 
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APPENDIX B 
FALL AND SPRING REPORT FORt-iS 
..., , -
Three copies. shall be filed with the district 
superintendent who in tum shall file TWO 
copies with the State Education Department. 
Village superintendents shall file TWO copies 
with the State E ducation Department. One 
copy will be returned for the school's files. 
Copies shall be filed with superintendents not 
later than September 30 ·and with the Division of 
School Business M•anagement by OCTOBER 15. 
TH E ..:ST ATE ICDUCATION D1EPAR"TMENT 
DIVlSION o..- &CHOOL. 8US1Nit$$ MANAGEMENT 
TRANSPORT AT ION ROUTING . DATA 
DISTRICT-OWNED BUSES 
SO-IOOL YEAR 19...22...--19 60 
:~~:~;I~~S~E~ ~-~~~r.~I!?J?.~.~----l.t .... J.95..9 ................... . 
Monti> Day Year 
M Supervisory 
County .. o.n.r.o.~ ....................... ·· ········p~rrma?-~~i~s m ··· 
School Dist. No ........ :;l,., ...... Town of.JJ~1JP.-.:-::9.:~.~~-~---···--
Name of Sch~I Hilton Central School 
• • •• • • • • •••••oo••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• oo • ••• -.oo• ooHoo• •••• o•• oooooo•••oouooooouo 
Kind of District ..... Q.~-~~-~~-1. ............................... _. ........................... . 
(Com., Con.sol., Unio" Free, Ce-11tral) 
RECORD INFORMATION FOR EACH BUS BY SEPARATE TRIPS AND LIST PUPILS AND MI LES FOR EACH TRIP 
RESIDENT PUPILS T RA NSPORTED 
ROUTES BUS DATA MILEAGE (5) 
To school To school 
(1) (2 ) (3 ) ( 4 ) in district outside district NUMBER 0 
I • NONRESIDE' 
Net Net Sec. Number Sec. Nun1ber P U PILS Net 
A~roved Total · Nona!- Allow- Allow- Allow· of these of these (6) Route Bus Kind able able Elem. livin~and Elem. l.ivin~ and Make of Chassis Year UJ?il DaiJy lowable able Total Total No. No. of Daily Daily Daily ridtnf. . ridmg Scatmg T rip Mileage Mileage Mileage Mileage Mile~!.e K-6 Total Total 1% mi es K- 6 Total Total 1% miles Capacity m outst e 7-8 9-12 or Jess 7-8 9-12 or less 
a b c D ist-rict District from school from schoo 
\ 
' D 6 Reo 1947 55 A.M. 13.0 13.0 13.0 51 I ~ ~ 
A.M. 13.0 13.0 13.0 1lt- 13 21 9 
I 
t t - -
L__ ____ ~ (Regular) P.M. 13.0 13.0 13. 0 51 ... • . ~ , .. - _..____, - - -- --. 
~ P.M. 13.0 13. 0 13.0 4 I 13 21 2 . .. + .. 
' 
-
-
-
/ 
Three copies shall be filed with the district 
superintendent who in turn shall file TWO 
copies with ·the State Education Department. 
Village superintendents shall file TWO copies 
with the State Education Department. One 
copy will be returned for the school's files. 
Copies shall be filed with superintendents not 
later than September 30 •and with the Division of 
School Business Management by OCTOBER 15. 
01-VI~ION Of" Sc:HOOI.. B U SINJtGS Mt\HAGII:Nt.ll:t'f.T 
TRANSPORTATION ROUTING DATA 
DISTRICT-OWNED BUSES 
SCHOOL YEAR 19.2.2..--19 60 
ROUTES LISTED B~LOW 
EFFECTIVE ON ....... ~m_~.~W.P.~.P. .... .l.J .... J .9.5..9 ................... . 
Mo-11tl• Day Year 
M Supervisory 
county .. . o.n.ro.~ ....................... · .......... Pannal!eyca~son .. . 
School Dist. N o ..... ... l ...... Town of ... ~-~::J.,J~:-::9:P..~~-~ ...... .. 
Name of School ..... :g_.~J.:'!.9.:Q .... Q.~.!!.:I!.~~-+. .... ~~-h9.9J ......... . 
Kind of District ................. c .......... ,. ...... o .. ,.... {j:,;~;;·F~~'i .. c~;."t;~i) ............. .. ( om., .... cm.s ., ' 
Central 
RECORD INFORMATION FOR EACH BUS BY SEPARATE TRIPS AND LIST PUPILS AND MILES FOR EACH TRIP 
RESIDENT PUPILS TRANSPORTED 
ROUTES BUS DATA MILEAGE (5) ~-
To school I To school (1) (2) (3) (4) in district outside district NUMBER 0 
I I I I NONRESIDE 
Net Net Net Sec. Number Sec. Number 
PUPILS 
A IF, roved T otal Nona!- Allow· Allow- Allow- of these of these (6) Route Bus upil Kind Daily low able al>le able able Elem. Jivin~and Elcm. livinl! and No. No. Make of Chassis Year of Daily Daily Total ridmj. · Total ridinf, Seating Trip Mileage Mileage Daily Mi\eage ~J:~r!: K-6 Total Total 1~ m· es K-6 Total Total 1 ~ mi es Capacity Mileage ID 7-8 9-12 or less 7-8 9-12 or less 
a b c District District from school from scboo 
I 
D II 6 Reo 1947 55 A.M. 13. 0 . 13. 0 13-.0 51 
A.M. 13. 0 13. 0 13.0 lL~ 13 21 9 
(Regul ar) . P. M. 13.0 
-
13. 0 13. 0 . . ,. 51 
P. M. tll3.0 13.0 13. 0 ~ 13 21 2 
VP 11 11 Mack 1950 55 A. M. 1120.0 2o. o lli,. o 6. o ,. r 43 19 
A.M. r ·O 15.0 10.0 5.0 . 36 8 (Parochial) 
. P.M. 0. 0 20.0 14. 0 6.0 
+ 43 19 
~;M. 9.0 29 . o 24. 0 5.0 .. 36 8 
F II 16 Reo 1953 60 A.M. lll.5. 0 15.0 15. 0 63 
A.M. r ·O 15.0 15. 0 19 37 
(Noon Kindergarten) N.K. 13. 0 13.0 13.0 30 
N. K. J.4.0 14.0 14.0 44 
P.M. 1115. 0 15.0 15.0 63 
P.M. 11 5.0 15.0 15.0 19 37 
R II 9 Mack 1950 55 A.M. ~ 8. 0 8. o 5.0 3.0 ~ ... 5 4 -
A.M. 8. o 8.o 5. 0 3.0 I I 6 4 r - ; • 
(Special Class) P.M. 8. 0 8. 0 5.0 3. 0 ~ ~ +- • 6 4 
P. M. 8. 0 8.0 5.0 3.0 ~ ... L 5 4 
l)ist. No ..................... :······ .................................... .. 
fowJJ ......... ............................................................... . 
In;uraPce territory where housed ................... .. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
T HE STATE E D t! 
DIVISION OF SC:KOC 
A I 
TRANSPORTATI ON DATA CHART AND CEILl 
FOR ALL DISTRICT-OWNED OR PRIVATE C 
NOTE. Record information for each bus by separate trips and list pupils and miles for each trip. Each trip made by each bus should be ent• 
several trips carrying separate pupils on each trip, list as separate trips but combine mileages and work one ceiling. LEAVE BLANK 
BUS MILEAGE 
Elem. 
RESIDENT PUPILS TRANSPORTED 
To school 
in district 
Sec. Elem. 
To school 
outside district 
Sec. 
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CEILING WORKSHEET FOR DISTRICTS RIDING ON A MULTIPLE AN 
fHE STATE OF NEW YORK 
CATION DEPARTMENT 
L 8USlNIESS MANAG&NII.HT 
• 13ANY I 
NG WORKSHEET SCHOOL YEAR 19 .......... -19 ......... . 
ONTRACTORS NOT INVOLVED IN MULTIPLES 
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Supvy. Dist. ............................................................ . 
County ..................................................................... . 
County hourly wage rate-................................ . 
!red on a separate line, even though a bus may cover the same route and carry the same pupils on both morning and afternoon trips. If a bus makes 
LINE BETWEEN EACH BUS. 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 
MAINTENANCE AND 
INSURANCE OPERATION 
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Allowable contract cost for quota: (For private contract buses - compare total ceilings with total contract cost and use lesser amount.) 
D RECAPITULATION WILL BE FOUND ON THE BACK OF THIS SHEET. 
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CON TRACTOR 
Number of 
Q1tota P1,Pils 
FOR DISTRICTS RIDING ON MULTIPLE 
BUS N ET 
ALLOWABLE 
DAILY 
Number · ·I Capacity MILEAGEf 
Net Allow-
able Daily 
Mileage 
Act11al Nmnber 
of Days P1tpils 
Tmnsported 
NUMBER PUPILS 
Quota I Nonquota 
Over l,V2 mi.- 1~ mi. or less I All other 
· from school from school 
--- ----
($20.00 X ............................ ) + (. ...................... -... X X .08) = (or use cost if lesser amount) 
a Net allowable daily mileage X 200. 
e V chicles below 25 capacity use 25. 
- ~ 
Column 4. a Total daily mileage should include the mileage actually covered on the 
route by the bus on each trip. It should not include noon trips home for lunch, trips 
home after activities in the P.M. or mileage traveled by the bus in getting to the route 
or after leaving the route because such mileage is not allowable for State aid purposes. 
b Include all spurs of 1 mile .or less from the trunk route, mileage of buses which 
do not travel more than 10 miles from the school and mileage of buses carrying only 
nonquota pupils. 
f For districts that contract for transportation of pupils together with other districts 
show daily mileage that would be required if district provided its own conveyance 
(see section 3627). 
c Net allowable daily mileage will be the difference between total daily mileage 
(column 4a) and nonallowable mileage (column 4b) and will be the total of the net 
allowable daily mileage in the district and the net allowable daily mileage outside the 
district. 
RECAPITULATION 
a. District-Qwned buses total ceilings . . ... . .. ....... . .. .... . . ... .. . $ ................... .. 
b. Private contractors not including horse-drawn vehicles and not in-
volved in multiples (lesser amount of ceiling or cost) ... . . .. . .. . . 
c. Multiple computations (lesser amount of ceiling or cost) . .. . . .... . 
APPElDIX 0 
MAPS OF DIS'l'RICT 
SHOWING ROUT~S BY USE OF NUMBERS 
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APPENDIX D 
MAPS OF' DISTRICT 
SHOWING ROUTES BY USE OF LETTERS 
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APPENDIX E 
I NFOmiNl'ION R.C:li~RRDTO TO BUS DRIVERS 
S~~PL~ OF SPECIFICATIONS AND BID FORM 
Please List the Following Informat ion: 
Bus Number ____ """""" __ _ 
Driver 
Total No. 
Jlirll!L 
Elemantary 
Number 
Villaga 
}3lRW 
High School (A..M.) 
High School (PoM.) 
-----·"-'"' .......... 
Kindergarten Home (Moon) __ .,_.,O.) ..... n_• __ _ 
Kindergarten School 
(Noon) __ .... ___ =-(2)--==-
N·otes: (1) Mileag~ rthoul.d be from school to last stop .. 
r~umbell" (3) 
Palrochial 
p .1 -..li.P.L~.-
64 
Number> 
Kinde1!'garten 
~
__ .. ___  _ 
(2) MilBage should be from last stop outgoing run back to scboolo 
(3) Parochial pupils should be listed even though transferred to 
another bus. 
65 
May 13 ~ 1959 
ro the Bus D'.t'iversa 
The Board of Education has adopt.€)d the follol,l))ing schedule for Bus lEi v~r~ 
for the y&a? 195SF60 .. 
Years of 
_§§~~ 
1 
2 
3 
Annual Salary 
Pel' T::rip 
£~ .... ~ ... w-~e.:.'! .... m~ 
$525 .. 
550 .. 
575 .. 
600(' 
Annual Sal <:u·y 
Per Noon 
!SI~~9.2~!l..D:.,~ (Includes dispensing A9 M., 
pup:i.ls and picking up P,, ~i .. 
pupils) 
940 .. 
995. 
1050. 
All p:r·esent l.'egular d:r.ive.rs will. be placed on Step 4 11 regardless of 
experience~ New drivers will start o~ Step 1 .. 
Follo1rrl.ng is the probable schedule .. 
A" M .. ~ 1st 
A .. M.., <u 2nd 
Noon 
P .. M ..... ht 
P .. M,. .,. 2nd 
' 
1 "" 6 
H. S .. ..-, Ktg,. 
I<inde1•garten 
! ~ 6 
H. S., 'i' Ktgo 
12t55 
Bus 
_J£~iDS... 
lla30 
2al5 
~h35 
11:!25 
A schedule will be arr-anged so that d:tlvers wi.U gas their own buses, 
probably between tht~ tvJO afi;ernoon :runs except in the case of Parochial buse-s" 
66 
Form B-74 
District No. - -- ---·-----
Town of-------- ----
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REPORT 
F OR 
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS AND SUBSTITUTE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
PLEASE READ SUGGESTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE GI VING EXAMINATION 
Attention : Medical Examiner : 
The job of school bus driver is one which requires physical strength, stamina, lack of nervousness, 
ability to meet emergencies and a disposition able to cope with a large crowd of adolescents. 
School bus drivers are required to operate conveyances ranging in size from five-passenger cars to 
61-capacity buses. These large buses weigh up to 24,000 pounds or twelve tons. They must be driven on 
all kinds of highways in various kinds of weather. 
School bus drivers may be required to change tires which weigh as much as 150 pounds each. T hey 
also should be able to wash and polish a bus, change oil, put on chains and do other minor repair work. 
It is suggested that they should meet the minimum physical requirements listed below. 
Name of applicant 
Address ------·----------- ------ ----------------
Date of medical examinatio"- -------Date of birt Ag"'----
1. Past history: Tuberculosis, ____ Heart diseas F requent colds or sore throa..__ __ _ 
2. Has applicant ever had any convulsions or periods of unconsciousness? 
3. Height (barefoot) _ _ ft. __ _in. Weight (stripped) , _______ lbs. 
4. Vision without glasses: Right ____ _ 
·---- --- Left_ 
Vision with glasses (if applicable): Righ ..__ _ __ _ Left.. _________ _ 
Peripheral vision (degrees): Right _____ ______ Left ______ __ Botu. _____ _ 
Is the applicant color blind? ·-- - --- --- Type test used ___ _ 
(ovn] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
SUGGESTED MINIMUM PHYSICAL REQUIREMENT S 
1. Minimum vision (with or without glasses) 20/40 in both the left and right eyes, red-green color 
perception and binocular peripheral vision of at least 140 degrees. 
2. Reasonable use of all four extremities, at least one thumb and not less than two fingers on each hand 
3. Able to hear normal voice intelligibly, according to audiometer test 
4. No heart murmur except functional pulmonary or mitral systolic murmur 
5. Minimum pulse 50, maximum 100 
6. Blood pressure, systolic not above 150 mm. 
Blood pressure, diastolic not above 90 mm. 
7. No evidence of active tuberculosis based on recent X-ray 
8. No noticeable mental deficiency, alcoholism or drug addiction 
9. No convulsive states or periods of unconsciousness 
IIARDEEN'I INC. , SYRACUI'E, N. Yo 
5. Orthopedic defects, extremities etc. ----·-----
6. Hearing: Righ Left ______ Type test used _ 
(.ludiomeltr Tt~tint Ruommendd) 
7. Heart and cardio-vascular system ___________________________ _ 
8. Pulse rate 
9. Blood pressure: Systolic ----- _ Diastolic ____________ _ _ 
10. Lungs: Check for asthma _______ Tuberculosis (chest X-ray)_------- Bronchitis _____ _ 
11. Reflexes _ - ------- Nervous system ___________ Tremors etc. ---------------
12. Operations and dates -------------------------------------------------------------------------
13. Geni to-urinarY-------------·---- H ernia (actual or potential)-------------------
Type (Inguinal or other)--------------------------------------
14. Is there any evidence of mental deficiency, alcoholism or drug addiction? 
If yes, state extent of each ·----
------------
15. Speech: coherent, incoherent, defe~t ----------
16. Chronic disabilities (catarrh, sinus, rectal diseases, diabetes, arthritis, epilepsy etc.)------
17. Periphero-vascular disturbance, e.g. varicose veins (degree) __ _ 
18. Urinalysis : Sugar Albumin.-----·---·----
19. Any evidence of growths, tumors etc. --------- (yes or no) 
(a) If yes, are they malignant? -------------
(b) Are they apt to handicap the applicant in performing his duties as school bus driver? ________ _ 
(Detach and forward promptly to superintendent of schools when examination is completed.) 
I hereby certify thal:-------------------- ------
has been examined by me in accordance with the suggestions on the above Medical Examination Report 
form. In my opinion the above-named applicant is free from contagious diseases and is i~ot physically 
fit to perform the duties of a school bus driver. 
(If applicant is not physically fit but condition can 
be corrected, enter below corrective action indicated.) 
Date -------- -------------------------• 19 __ 
(Medical Examin1r's Signaturt) 
THE U N IVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
D IVISION OF SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
ALBANY I 
ACCIDENT REPORT 
of 
DRIVERS OF SCHOOL CONVEYANCES 
{If serious, Telephone or Telegraph] 
67 
Drivers of school conveyances involved in accidents (regardless of the seriousness of the accident or 
whether any children or other persons are injured) shall make out and file TWO copies of the accident 
report with the superintendent of schools. The superintendent shall, in turn, file one copy with the Division 
of School Business Management of the State Education Department. 
Date of accident ................................................................ Time ···················································------···-··-···-··········------
Place 
[Belwecn what streds, or nearest intersecting road, or nearest house] 
Weather ---·------·- -------- -------·-------······--································· Pavement ···············--·········-·-··············································· 
Accident involved --· ---·--·- -----···-··-------------···-··-··················:·-----·--------- -------------·-----·····---·-----·---------·------·---···-- -- ------·---- ----···--[Pedenria.n, R. R. trai,., cycle, auto, other object] 
School bus owner ······----···-···········--···-···················-···-····-·· Address ·······-···········---····················-·---·--·---·-··-··--·-··--····--- ----
Driver ·-··---·--·-·-··--·-·-··-·-·-········--------·······----------------·-·------·-- Address ·-----·--···-··-----:····---···-·-·--·-···---···-··········--··-·-·-··-·--···· ·· 
Bus number ········-··---········-··- Make ·---------··-·-·················-· Year ···----·-····················· Capacity ..................................... . 
Damage to bus ···········································-··---···----·----··---·· ···················------·- -----················--·-··------····-·--···------··---·--------··--
. 
Other vehicles ··--·-----·····················-··································-- Damage ··························-·······-··-·······--------- ---··-·--···--- ---: ...... . [Passenger C'ar, truck etc.] 
Damage to other property-·--------.-····--·---·-------·---················-----·-·····------··-·-··--·················-·············-·-··-··········-···------··-·-··-··--
Deaths and/or Injuries 
Number of passengers in bus ...... -----------·-·---- Number of passengers killed .......................... injured-------··-----------------
N ature of injuries ··-------.... __ _ -·····-····---·- _____ ....................... -·----____ . ________________ -··---. __ .................. ____ -·-·---------·-· ....... ------.......... . 
School bus driver killed 0 injured 0 Nature of injuries ·-- -----------·-·----------·-·---·--------··--- ----------·---·-·---------------- --·····-
[Check appropriate bo..-] 
Number of others killed---------- -------··-··-- injured--------------······---· Nature of injuries-----------------·····-·····--·----··-·····-····---· 
Where and by whom treated ··---·-·--·-··-················-······-····· ----------··-·---··---·········-·-···············-··--··-··-·····-·········-····--····-··--··--
Injured pupil or pupils are enrolled in school district No. ··-········-·-·----· Town of ·---··---··--·-·············-·-------·--·····-······ 
Bf86-My57·5000( 41222)* 
STATEMENT OF DRIVER 
Briefly describe how accident occurred, giving direction and speed of your vehicle and other (if collision), 
width of roadway, nature and condition, weather etc. 
(Attach separate sheet if more space is needed) 
Illustrate accident below using symbols. 
'-----"l> D c=J:= o~- 0 
Auto or 
Truck 
n us 
JL~ 
Indicate- N. E. S. W. 
Team 
Dated ................................................................. . 
Driver ................................................................. . 
Cycle Elec. Car Train Pedes· 
trian 
JL 
Dated ................................................................. . 
Co1mty and S1tpervisory District, Village or City 
Signature of (District) Superin tendmt of Schools 
School districts served ...................................................... .............................................................................................. . 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~~~ 
Form B-71 
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District No ........ .......... ....................... . 
Town of ................................... ....... .. . 
APPLICATION FOR POSITION 
OF 
REGULAR OR SUBSTITUTE SCHOOL BUS. DRIVER 
Date ... ......................................................... 19 .... ... . 
Name of applicant. ............................................................................... Married .......................... Single ......................... . 
Address ...................................................................................... ............ ............. 'felephone number ................ ............ . 
1. Number of operator's license ........................................ Number of chauffeur's license .................................. ......... . 
Expiration of such license.............................................................................. Age ............... .................................... . 
2. How many years have you driven a car ? .................. Have you ever had an accident while driving which 
resulted in injuries to yourself or others? Yes ................ No .. ........... .. 
If yes, describe extent of the accident or accidents .................................................... ......................................... . 
3. Are any vehicle and traffic law convictions recorded on your driver's license? .............................. .. 
/)ale Offense Disposition and Fine Court and Location 
4. Years of active driving experience .............................. Years .............................. Years ................................ Years 
[School !>u.s] [Pcus•nlltr bus or il•ovy lrt~,·k] [Liqht truck or station tuaqo"] 
5. Do you use intoxicating liquors? Frequently .......................... Seldom .......................... Never ......................... . 
6. Do you use habit forming drugs? Frequently .......................... Seldom .......................... Never ......................... . 
7. Have you ever had any convulsions or periods of unconsciousness ? 
8. Are you presently employed? .............................. !£ yes, where? ........................................................................... .. 
If not, when and where were you last employed? .... .. ................ .................... ....... ................................................ . 
9. Have you ever attended an approved School Bus Driver Traiuing Course? .............. Other such course:. 
[Y6s, N o] 
................ If yes, give date, place and duration of such kind of course ................................................................. . 
[Y••· No) 
Did you receive a certificate as a result of this course ? 
8A~O C IC:N ' 8 I N C., SYAA CUOit , N. V. ( OVE.R] 
10. Are yon a disabled veteran? ...................... If so, state in detail your disability and the percentage of such 
disability you have been allowed. 
ll. Give the names and addresses of three persons (not related to you) who can testify as to your character. 
Name Address ........................................................................... . 
Name Address ........................................................................... . 
Name Address ........................................................................... . 
To the best of my knowledge and belief the answers to the above questions are true. 
S1'gnature of Applica11t ............................................................................................... . 
I hereby approve the employment of the above-named applicant for the position of school bus driver for 
the school year 19 ........ -19 ........ for School District No ............. Town of ··············-··········································· .. ··· 
N arne of District ..................................................... ·········-······························································································· 
Superi11le111ll' nl nj Schools 
This ............ day of ................................................ 19 ....... . 
Before applicant may be employed he "shall be approved by the superintendent or district superintendent of school&." 
( iidumtion Ltrw, Grticle 73, (!urt ll, section J624) 
No·n. Qualifications of Drivers (Regulations of the Commissioner of Education) 
1. All drivers must be at least 21 years of age. 
2. All drivers must be free from physical defects that would be a hindrance to safety. 
3. All drivers must have an operator's license, or a chauffeur's license if route or trip enters a city. 
4. All tlrivcr1; must be of good moral character and thoroug\tly reliable. 
Bids to be Opened 
Time : 7:30 P. M. 
Date: March 10, 1958 
- 1-
Name of Bidder ______ _ 
Address: 
Place: Hilton Central School 
SPECIFICATIONS AND BID FORM 
FOR 
3 SIXTY PASSENGER SCHOOL BUSES 
(Do Not Separate These Sheets) 
SCHOOL: HILTON CENTRAL SCHOOL 
ADDRESS: HILTON, NEW YORK 
69 
l 
• I 
I 
3 • 
Instructions to Bid~ 
1. Bids must be submitted on the attached set of forms. (Do not separate these 
sheets . ) 
2. The school bus body and/or chassis furnished shall comply with all the rules, 
regulations and standards as established by state agencies listed therein. 
3. Chassis bidder may submit bid stating make of body to be mounted on chassis, 
but representative of body manufacturer must fill out body specification 
sheet and same must be properly signed by an authorized representative of the 
body company. 
4. Manufacturers of school bus chassis and school bus bodies have filed detailed 
specifications of their product with the State Education Department. They 
have an assigned and approved model number for chassis and/or body. Bidder 
should be certain of the correct model before submitting bid. 
5. Proposal shall be enclosed in an opaque envelope and marked with the name of 
the bidder. 
6. The Board of Education reserves the right to reject all bids. 
7. The Board of Education wishes net bids without alternates, and net cost of 
each additional ch~ssis or body alternate. 
8. The purchase of said buses is subject to the approval of the taxpayers at the 
annual meeti ng of School District #1, Towns of Parma, Hamlin, Clarkson and 
Greece, July 8, 1958. 
9. Bids will be awarded on or before March 17, 1958 . 
4. 
School District #1, Towns of Parma, Hamlin, 
Clarkson and Greece 
Hilton, New York 
The School Bus Chassis furnished shall comply with the current regulations 
of the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York Relating to School Bus 
Rules, Standards and Specifications, rules and regulations of the Motor Vehicle 
Bureau and of the Public Service Commission of the State of New York. In addition, 
the Board of Education is requiring the following specifications and conditions or 
their equivalent~ 
Item 
1. Make and Model 
2. Tires 
3. Wheel Base 
4. Gross vehicle 
Rating 
5. Grade Ability -
60 passenger 
6. Battery 
7. Generator 
8. Brakes 
9. Piston Displace-
ment 
10. Rated Capacity, 
Front axle 
Rear axle 
Specifications Required 
~~~rd ~_Educati~-
Reo, Fl22H (60) 
or Equivalent 
9.00 x 20, Dual rear 
General HCT on rear, or 
Equivalent 
238 in. maximum 
22,000 lbs. minimum 
3.8% minimum 
12 volt, 11 plate, 
110 amp. hr. 
12 volt, 50 amp., 
Low cut in 
Hydraulic-Hydrovac. 5 in. 
rear brake shoes. Total 
area 480 sq. in. minimum. 
Vacuum reserve tank, 1400 
cu . in . minimum . 
331 cu. in. Gold Comet, or 
equivalent. Replaceable 
wet sleeves. 140 H. P. @ 
3200 RPM, 6 cylinder valve 
in head, or equivalent 
7,000 lbs . minimum 
16,000 " single 
reduction 
Hypoid full floating 
Specifications to be 
_ _e::~ided by B!d_d_e_r _ 
I 
' ! 
I 
Item 
11. Ratio 
12. Net Chassis weight 
13. Clutch 
14. Transmission 
15 . Frame 
16. Springs 
Front 
Rear 
17. Weight distribution 
Front 
Rear 
18. Tow hooks 
19. Steering wheel 
20. Fuel tank 
21. Shock absorbers 
22. Shop manual 
23. Other 
24. Delivery 
Specifications Required 
by Board of Education 
Approx . 6.8 -1 or 7.2 -1 
Approx. 7,000 lbs. 
12" - 149. 2 sq. in. min. 
5 speed - 5th speed direct 
synchromesh 
Strai ght Channel to end 
9-1/8" X 3-1/16" X 5/16" 
48 11 X 3 11 
50 " X 3" 
14 leaves min. 
16 leaves min. 
progressive type 
Approx . 26 to 28% 
Approx. 72 to 74% 
Front 
20" diameter 
40 gallons 
Heavy duty, front and 
rear 
To be delivered with bus 
Service provided within 
20 miles radius of Hilton, 
New York 
Completely equipped · bus 
must be delivered on or be-
fore August 1, 1958 
------------------~-----
Specifications to be 
provided by Bidder 
5 . 
If bids· received are identical or close and these bids are to become the low 
bids, the Board reserves the right to award the contract on the basis of qualities 
not specifically mentioned , such as make of vehicles already incorporated i n the 
bus fleet. 
Above' specifications must meet requirements as set forth by the Commissioner of 
Education of the State of New York. 
Name of Company or 
Distributor _____________ _ 
By 
(Signed) (Title ) 
Central School District No. 1 
Towns of: Parma, Hamlin, Clarkson and Greece 
Hilton, New York 
SCHOOL BUS SPECIFICATIONS 
BODY: 
The school bus body furnished shall comply with current Regulations of 
6. 
the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York Relating to School Bus 
Rules, Standards and Specifications, rules and regulations of the Motor Vehicle 
Bureau and of the Public Service Commission of the State of New York. In addition, 
the Board of Education is requiring the following specifications and conditions or 
their equivalent: 
-------------------------~· ·~---------------------------
Item 
1. Make, Model and size 
2. Seats 
a. Upholstery 
b. Material on 
back of seats 
c. Face crash pads 
d. Driver's seat · 
3. Fi re extinguishers 
4. Defrosters 
5 . Heaters 
Specifications Required Specifications to be 
by Board of Education provided by Bidder __ _., __ 
Wayne CP60S (60 passenger), 
Superior Deluxe Model 
58-1398 (60 passenger), 
Oneida Model 16U-60-EXR 
(60 passenger), or equiva-
lent 
Koroseal, approx. 45 oz. 
Embossed aluminum 
Yes 
Koroseal, approx. 45 oz. 
bucket type \'lith swiveling 
de~ice adjustable fore and 
aft and up and down 
Two 4 lb. capacity dry 
chemical UL approved 
Hot air for defrosting 
windshield to be provided 
by separate motor and fan 
from front heater. 
(a) Left front and rear heat 
ers to be of such size and 
capacity as to consistently 
heat inter ior of bus to 60° 
with zero outside tempera-
ture and water from motor a 
150°. . 
(b) Additi onal front heater, 
right side, with defroster. 
minimum of 50,000 BTU capac ity. 
•• I 
( 
~ I 
' 
NOTICE TO BIDDERS 
Re: SCHOOL BUSES 
To all Prospective Bidders: 
The Board of Education of School District No. 1, Towns of Parma, Hamlin, 
Clarkson and Gree.ce, County of Monroe, State of New York, requests sealed bids 
for: 
SCHOOL BUSES 3 60 pupil capacity 
2 • 
All school buses, chassis and body shall meet the Regulations of the Com-
missioner of Education of the State of New York Relating to School Bus Rules, 
Standards and Specifications, the rules and regulations of the Motor Vehicle 
Bureau and the rules and regulations of the Public Service Commission of the Stat1 
of New York. 
'· 
Detailed specifications may be secured from the Clerk of the district. 
Sealed bids will be publicly opened at Hilton Central School, Hilton, New 
York, at 7:30P.M., March 10, 1958. The bids should be in, the hands of Mrs. 
Luther C. Burritt, Clerk of the Board, Hilton Central School, Hilton, New York,. 
before that time. 
A certified check' equal to one per cent of the net bid shall accompany each 
proposal. The Board of Education hereby reserves the right to reject any and all 
bids·. 
WILLIAM G. BEADLING 
President of Board-of_E_d_u_c_a_t-io_n _ 
· MRS. LUTHER C •. BURRITT 
----------·----~-------·---------·---------Clerk of Board of Education 
-----------------------~----------------·----------~-----
Item 
Specifications Required 
by Board of Education 
Specifications to be 
provided by Bidder 
7. 
----~-----------·------~---------------------------+·------------------------
6. Stop Lights, Front Yes 
7. Floor (a) Floor must be construct-
ed of at least 14 gauge 
steel SAE 1020 welded to 
longitudinal and transverse 
members, or equivalent. 
(b) Heavy duty Rub-Bub, or 
equivalent, knobby under 
seats and ribbed i n aisle. 
8 . Entrance Door Entrance door shall be 
jack-knife type folding in-
to stepwell or equivalent. 
9. Windshield Wipers 2 Vacuum with electric-vac 
booster, or equivalent H. D. 
Electric, 14" arm, 18" blade 
10 . Book Racks No. 
11. Windshield Wrap-around windshield. 
12. School Bus Signs Shall be of legal size and 
illuminated to be visible 
for 500 ft . Sign covers 
to be provided. 
13. Tow hook Rear. 
14. Cross View Mirrors Yes .To be delivered with bus, 
but not ins talled . 
15~ Battery Compartment Sliding Tray 
Name of Company or 
Distributor ________ _ 
By ___ ~----·--~--·------(Signature) (Title) 
I 
1 
8 . 
SCHOOL DISTRICT~ 
PLACE: 
HILTON CENTRAL SCHOOL 
HILTON, NEW YORK 
_BIQ..£0RM FOR SCHOOL BUSES 
The undersigned hereby proposes and agr ees to furnish and deliver to School 
Di strict No . 1, of the Towns of Parma , Hamlin , Clarkson and Greece, Monroe County, 
State of New York 
·-------
No. of 
Units 1-- -- CHASSIS - -- ---+~- ·---llimL_ __ Make Approved 
Model No. Make 
Approved 
Model No . 
Pupil 
Capacit 
In accordance with the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education of the State ' 
of New York Relating to School Bus Rules , Standards and Specifications, the rules 
and regulations of the Motor Vehicle Bureau and of the Public Service Commission 
of the State of New York and the spec i fications and conditions required by t he 
Board of Education, which are .attached to this bid and form for the 
Total Delivery Price of $ ____ _ 
Al ternate : 
Total amount of trade- in for: 
(a) 43 passenger 1948 Chevrolet Bus No. 5 
(b) 55 passenger 1947 Reo Bus No. 7 
Total trade- in allowance 
Bid minus trade-in allowance 
$ _ _ __ _ 
$ _ _ _ 
$ $ _ _ _ _ 
Guaranteed delivery date __________________________________ __ 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bidder_ 
By _ __ _ 
9 . 
HILTON CENTRAL SCHOO.::L ___ , School District 
HILTON New York 
As alternates, the Board of Education is requiring the following specifications 
and additional cost above the base price quoted on page _§_ for each individual al -
ternate . The Board of Education reserves the right to accept or reject any or all 
of these alternate specifications: 
--- - - --r----------- - ·--- -----------------
Item 
Brakes 
Front Axle 
Tachograph 
Steering 
Floor 
Specifications 
Required by 
Board of Education 
Full air brakes, 5 
in. rear brake shoes 
Total area 480 sq. 
in . minimum 
9000 1 bs • Rated 
Capacity 
24 hour 
Power Steering 
Insulation against 
heat, cold and sound 
with i" marine ply-
wood under Rub-Bub 
Flooring. 
Specifications 
to be provided 
by Bidder 
Additional Cost 
Above Base Price 
for each Item 
- -------
The undersigned h.ereby proposes and agrees to furnish and deliver to School 
District No . 1, of the Towns of Parma , Hamlin , Clarkson and Greece , Monroe County, 
State of New York, any or all of the above items as specified and at the additional 
cost quoted, in accordance with the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education 
of the State of New Yorkrel~ting to School Bus Rules, Standards and Specifications, 
the rules and regulations of the Motor Vehicle Bureau and of the Public Service 
Commission of the State of New York and the specifications and conditions required 
by the Board of Education. 
Guaranteed delivery date_ 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bidder ______________________ __ 
By_ 
l 
APPENDIX F 
TIME SCHJIDULE , ACTIVITY RUN SCHEDULE, 
COMPOSITE ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS AND 
TRANSPORTATION 
REPORT 
70 
72 
The following two routes are established to take pupils to a point · 
~their homes following clubs and activities each afternoon (4:30P.M.) 
Only those pupils actually participating in clubs and intramurals . 
will be permitted on the bus. Each pupil must have a permanent individual 
pass with his name typed or written plainly on it. The only exception 
will be intramurals in which case, individual passes will be collected 
by the driver. 
Start 
to 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
.. 
II 
" 
II 
" 
Eastern Route 
Wilder Road 
Manitou Road 
Peck Road 
North Greece Road 
Post Avenue 
Flynn Road 
Lowden PoiDt Road 
Edgemere Drive 
East Manitou Road 
Frisbee Hill Road 
Manitou Road 
Moul Road 
North Avenue 
Hilton 
Start 
to 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II 
Western Route 
West Avenue 
Hill Road 
Burritt Road 
Hilton-Spencerport Road 
Peck Road 
Clarkson-Parma Town Line Road 
Lawrence Road 
Sweden-Walker Road 
Roosevelt Highway 
Wilder Road 
Hamlin Center Road 
Walker-Lake Ontario Road 
North Hamlin Road 
Hamlin-Parma Town Line Road 
West Avenue 
Hilton 
The above routes may be altered slightly as de!;!ireable_ .changes are 
indicated by experience. 
SCHEDULE 
Bus arrival should be no later than: 
School 
Grades 1 - 6 
High School an'i 
Kindergarten 
Noo11 
Kindergarten 
Dismissals: 
Grades 1 - 6 
Kindergarten 
High School 
(Buse.s 
e :05 A. M. 
8 :50 A .. Mo 
12 :55 Po ~Io 
2:00 Po Mo 
2 :10 Po Mo 
2:20 Po M. 
3 :20 Po M. 
3:30 Po M. 
leave promptly 
71 
(Stops at 3 buildingso Hazel 
Jenkins School should be last 
stopo 
(Hazel Jenkins School last ) 
Hazel Jenkins School 
Intermediate School 
High School Building 
Hazel Jenkins School 
at 3:35 Po Mo) 
All buses must be lined up at the Hazel Jenkins School at 2:00 Po Mo 
promptly. No exceptionso This means that everyone should be at the 
garage at 1:50 P. Mo 
73 
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· School Ih.~ti Routes l95S.-.. 60 (Pa9e 4) 
ROUTE R = Bus 9 
A • . .MJ:. Meet Special Class pupils arriving on Elementary runs at Intermediate School . 
Leave at approximately 8:00 J\o M" ancl proceed to Spence1·po:rt Intermediate School via 
flil ton-,Spencarpor" Road.. Return to Hilton Inte:rmediate Building with B:rcckport and 
Spence:ll'pol··t pupils after meeting Broekpor'l: bus .. 
.f,:y,.J/~ Proceed clirec'tly to Spencerport via HiHon···,Spencer.por't Road with Special 
Class pupHs to meet Brockpo:t:'t bus" Retul'n to Hilton~ meeting buses le-aving on the 
High School ~un at the High School" 
ROUTE S ·~ Bus 9 
!f.t~I!l~rut ... Q!l~ Return Kinde);garten pupi.h home as follows: Wilde!:' Road to 
Frisbee Hill Road to Lowden Pt,. Road to South Drive> to Nol'th Dr'-Ye to Lowden Pt" Road 
to Edgemere Drive, East on EdgemeJ:>e Drive to edge of district and retu1m west on 
Edgeme:re Dri\fa to East Manitou Road and to Frisbee HUl Road., 
ROUTE T .,. Bus 13 
~ftl ... ,,.Qnl:t Start col·ner Martin and Norrth Hamlin Roads.. West orrt No!'th Haml:i.n Road 
to East Fo:t·k Road.. North on Westphal Road to Parkway and return') ~o.:rth on East Fork 
Road to Ka:t.ser 0s and return to Nor·th Hamlin Road.. West on Nor-th Hamlin Road to edge of 
district and return to East Fork Road., South on Eas·t Fork Road and East on Chw~~h Road 
to Martin Road~ Proce~d to Hilton .. 
ROti1'E N .... Bus 17 
~ Start co:rnel?;' Hamlin·,· Parma Town Line and Chur~h Roads.. West on Church Road, 
Noi:'th on Walke!'"· Lake Ontm.~io Road to No)('th Hamlin Road and ratu:rn to Chase Road.. Eas~ 
on Chase Road to Hamlin~Pa:r.ma To~A.rn Line Roado Proceed ·to Moul Road and South on Hamli~· ­
Parma Road to Dunbar Road.. ·Proceed ·to Hilton~ 
~~ Same as A., Mo with the addition of Route T betweell'll the corm~x- of V/alkeli''~ 
~ke Ontario and North Hamlin Roads and the return to Chase RoaclG 
Afterr oon a<: 
i10tffS t: BuS; 2 
S ta.1.•l 
.ROt £h l 
.R~ liTE. ( 
s li"t 
(Revised Route N listed after Route T) 
~ • f.l! No· HI ~ :ml ~ 
.ol'run,; . c1f Nc · h 
· ~~e~.J~ •. 1 to Ch1.11 ... h 
so ~~ ;il -cH w.,.lkti'lr Lakt 
· ·' Roa~ w Colhlm 
p 
WI;}<;,:" v¥.1• C\1' 
. f.:utn ~m P.ro·-- fH v I 
f. t tWI 003\ ou .. ~ X ~ l I ,. tht~ $f i'til1i 
lOU1 P B l 
OiJ wl .- oo the S<1u 
B. 
H 
Rotr.n:. AK (Mor~'l ... ng 1< 1n-d.$'k'g.r,·(.;u~: ·= 3t..'2!. 1u 
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PAP~CHIAL ROUTES 
ROUTE TP ~ Bus 26 
m.:.'fON C.'&~THAL SGH•)OL 
Hilton» i~ew z~., ~'k 
School Bus Routes 1959 ,6Q 
~~er 11£ Sorrmts ~ Starl. corner Frisbee Hill and Manitou Roads" r:a.st on Frisbee 
Hill Road to Lov.'tlen Pt" Road to Tr1t.erlaken Road to North Drive to Inte;daken Road to 
Sou·~h Drive to !cwden pt,, Road,. Proceed to Hother o£ Sorrows" 
Afternoon Flynn Road to Lowden Pt Road t.r) Interlaken Road to North Drl ve i:.o 
Lowden Pt. Road to lnte1•laken Road to Sout,h Drl. ,,G t.o wwden Pt . ., Road 
ROU'l'E UP Bua 26 
. ~oth~r_ot~§e~ Start corner Flyrill Ro~d and Latta Road Flynn Road to Post 
Avenue t.o North G.raece Road t.o Frisbee Rill .R.oa.d and return south on North Greece 
Road to Latta Road Proceed to Mother of Sorro-ws., 'fhose pupils on Hincht.'ir Road •tlil~ 
be picked up by fue 26 and tr.a.nsfe.rred to BUs 15 at the corner of Frisbee Hi 11 and 
North Greece Roadsc 
Afternoon Latta Road t.o North Greece Road to Post Avenue to .Ii'J.ynn Road- rtetun1 
t.o Nort.h Greece Road. to Hincher Road to Manitou £k.>ado 
ROUTE VP .. Bus 11 
Mother of Sorrows Start corner Frisbee Hill aud East Hani tou Roads " .ast 
l~ani:tc;u· 'Ro"Wi tO"Edgemere Drive<> East on Edge:mere Drive to edge of diet riot f'roce,:r.d 
to Mother of Sorr~ws~ 
Afternoon rout~ will be revarsecL 
ROUTE WP - Bus 11 
.?!.:_ John_.!,_o_.t:, JP..enJ=.ern.g_x;,~ = Start cot"ner Han:ttou 19lld PanllB. Cente~ Roads vlest 
on Parma Center Roa:'lv South on Hilton-Spencerpnr·t Road (meeting Buses 20 c?nd .Z9 at 
the comer of Peck and Hilton-Spencerport Roads) to edge of district. Proce·"d to 
Sto John us in Spen~t:!rpo.rt,.. 
At'ternoon - North on ili.J..ton~Spencerport Roa.d0 Ee.at on Peck. llt.>ad,) North on Bailey 
Road and West on Parma Center., South on Hilton Spencerport Roadn West <:1n Peek Hoad~ 
No:t-th on Clarkaon -Parma Town Line Road and \'lest on Ireland Road to edg-') of dist1·ict 
Retarn east on Parma. Gent$r H.oa.d" North Oll'l Ui.ll Road to West Avenue, V:i..llag~ Stop 
a.t. Hillside Dri•.re, 
RoUTE XP Blla 10 
Mother of Sorrows Start corner- Manitou and Frl sbee Hill Roads. South on 
\1 t-tn.nitou 'ROO.d~tOlatta Road to North Greece Road t.o Mill Road to Nort~h Avenua to 
~ EnglJ.sh Road to North Greece Road to Pack Road to Ma.cd.tou Road to Latta Rt•ad and 
~st to Flynn Road. Proceed t..o Mother of Snrr1.lW., 
Afternoor1 Sa.ma as above except. to .return nu:p~ ls on. Manitou Hoad last. .. 
January 20, 1959 
TRANSPORTATION REPORT 
Reeommendation1 Purchase ~ new buses 
Purposf:u To change from our presQnt 3e>tE>ip syst~m to a 2-='tr!p system<> 
Reasonss . 
1., To lengthe~ ths Primary School day, Ymil& $t111 maintaining 
a longer t!igb School day .. 
2., To operate our fleet more efficiently and. possibly lowsr 
maintenance costs. 
3., ·ro advance the starting time of the Intet~ediate Scnool l:o 
make batter use of th& pupils 0 energies for educational 
purpoaes. i 
f 
4., To make available lnter1lleldiat~ School G}-n\ facilities for 
afte~echool activitieso 
74 
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PROPCSED PLAN OF AC~PLISHMENT 
l£lB Bus8ftY1val Gudtt"a Pupil! Hilton Paroch.. Total Spare l.G!V,l.Q.L. ..P.u.u. BM&I!- ilaW ~!!. 
A. 1.1. 1st 8a00 1 Q 6 1116 (56) 20 2 22 
A. Mo 2nd 8a50 Ho So + Ktg .. 1008 (56) 19 (Spenc .. ) 3 22 
Noo!l'.l 1st lla30 Kiitdergarten 125 (21) 6 6 
Moon 2nd hOO Kindergaretn 125 (21) 6 6 
P., M. 1st 2s00 l = 6 1116 (56) 21 (Spenc.) ., 21 
3&00 ~ ,-, 0 Clf (:;> -= Q C$ en CO!:) en e 3 3 
Po M~ 2nd 3130 H .. S. + Ktg., . 1008 (56) 18 18 
3;45 ~ c:t ~ C) c. o:.a <:::. ~ c;::t ~ ~-.::. 2 2 
TOTAL TRIPS 10 
Difficulties encountered in ?roposed Plana 
1. Athletes must be dismissed early for soccer and baseball games awayo 
2., Jr .. .,Sr .. High School intramu~al and -club prog1-ams must be scheduled at 
8a00 A .. M ... (Possibly a very limit&d number of extlt'a runs could be 
scheduled for 4a30 P., M" twice a week .. ) 
1 
1 
17 
17 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3. The pick=up of Primary pupils might be considered too early by some parantio 
4. The schedule would result in a ona=half hour lay-over fo~ 18 drivers-
Paga 3 
COMPARISON ... ~""!rip Sx_stam_{!~~!,O) 
InR Bus ~ival §Eadg ~ Hilton Parocho Total Spare kf9V~D9..- ~.!I- JJ.l!t! By&~§. ~ . 
A., M. 1st 8a00 High School 883 (~5) 16 1 17 2 
A,. M. 2nd 8100 Ktg,. ... 3 706 (54) 14 (Spsnc.) 4 18 1 
A. M. 3rd 9:40 4 ., 6 520 (40) 13 13 6 
Noon 1st 11130 K1ndargarten 125 (21) 6 6 7 
Noofiil 2nd 12a30 Kindergarten 1!.25 (21) 6 6 7 
P., M. 1st 2sl0 1 C) 3 581 (45) 14 (Spenc.) 14 5 
Po M. 2nd 3a00 H., S,.+ Ktg~ 1008 (~6) 18 "" 18 1 
P,. M,. 3rd 4a00 4C>6 520 (40) 13 ~ 18 1 
vm-= ..... 
TOTAL TRIPS &00 10 
Requirements a 
Add 1 new bus to meet above schedula. 
Notes a 
1,. Add 3 netil buses 1f Parochial Schools are to be given same service as this year. 
2. Seriou~ consideration should be giveft to continuing rep!·acement programo 
3o Abov& program would require 12 drivers at noon instead of 6., 
Other plans to convert to a 2=t~ip system wer$ considerad, but th~se all resulted 
in a day too long for elementary pupilao 
.I 
APPENDIX G 
TABLES 
r ,~ '§' -· C.eiN>;;U~ & 'Etilff.ot;I..MJ::;l>i·.!.· DATA 
Tabl e 1 October- 1.39 1958 
l959~6o 1960c~61 1961~62 
Tot.all Ham.& J G<-eec irotal ll!llll.&n ;lr aece Total Ham,8," G<-eec11 To tall Ham, s.P>·eec< Total Jill'!! ·fd Greec'!l 
.Ql :it.k ~ t"!i ~k ~ ._Ql,~lt., tltp~v :,...'1~,..., -;,, 
_ Ktg.: 203 11.3 90 235 131 104 236 132i 104 234 13.3 101 207 116w~ 
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1
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Actual enrollment trend 
Projected enrcllment trend 
(Projected enrollment figures 
based on period from 1954-55) 
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r--""').~ Yt 1959-60 !96Q-61 . 196l-62 1962•63 '1963-64 
- 5~~=- r 19-21 (3) , . I r:ooo -.. __ .. :: : 5700,. 5000 .. 5000 5000 I 89.9Q50 700 525 350 
.m... ~~..:: -
58 ... 59 22-24 (3) 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 
Bus No 1958-59 1964 ... 65 1965•t.v 1966 .. 67 
852 ~6..Q __5_ll~ :\4n Qf'\ 1 •..1-f'l At"' 
.... - - ·-.. 25·29 (5) 9460. 9460 9460 9460 9460 . 59-60 
l655 .. 50 1~~ _9.,2.3a._l0 .6h;>_~ ~'U to- 11,4~----' - 30-35 (6) 11 ,400o ll , MlOa 11',400 11 .. 400 60·,.61 
I l_"'995 c. 1.5_2_6 .. 1 L192 ,7Ql _.'19.9, _a 
61.-.62 35·39 Cs> I I 9,500 9,500. I 9,500 9~500 9~500., I 1~662o50 1,330 ~ 997 .. 50 665 33'lr:f:Q_ 
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I 1 ';:,r..? . t,o ~ ..3..30_ --99.1-tt5.0.-64-65 - -··--- I 50.54 {5) l 9;500 9»500o~~ 
_1 • .6_62..,_50 1 .33QJ'l 65-66 55-o-57 (3) 5,700~ 
I 9-'}:7....5.0---66~67 5l~-60 (3) 
-
I 
-
f . •. 
' 
' ~0,562.10 6599 .. 50 l2ts232~oo 23,007el0 35, 720~60 45,807o60 5411479ol0 54,454,.00 48,022~50 
-
' I 
' 
l i l ' l I f I I I I I ' I 
' I I I I I I I I i l 
~ rt:csr ~s No~ 1958-.~9 
57 ... 58 
58~59 
59 .. 60 
60 ... 61 
61 ... 62 
6~63 
~~64 
64 ... 65 
i 5.-..66 
t 
19 - 21 (3) 
22- 24 
(3) 
25- 29 
(5) 
30- 35 
(6) 
35- 39 
(5} 
40 - 44 
(5} 
45 .. 49 
(5) 
50 .., 54 
(5) 
55 .. 57 
(3) 
66 ... 6 71 58 .. 60 
(3) 
$5700 .• 00 
899.50 
1959-60 
5000. 
700o 
. 5680. 
852. 
181920o 
(Budget 2) f 
~'o I 
1960*61 
5000 
525 
5680" 
686.60 
9460 
993o30 
19,000. 
. {Budget 2) 
I 
1961'.;62 
5000 
350 
5680. 
5!1 .. 20 I 
9460. 
662.;20 
9500 .. 
1330 
19,000. 
(Budget 2) 
1962 ... 63 
5000 
115 
5680o 
340t~80 
9460 .. 
331.10 . 
9500 .. 
997.50 
9500. 
997o50 
196$-64 1964 ... 65 
5680 
170e40 
9500 
665 
9500. 
665-. 
9500 
332.50 
9500. 
332. 50 
l9,ooo. I 9500. 
(Budget 2) 997o50 
. 9500. 
665. 
28 1500 I 9500., (Budget 3) I · 665., 
I 2a.5oo 
(Bud9et 3) 
- ··-
l965 ... 6b 
I {. f 
9500.., 
332.50 
9500. I 332.50 
I 9500 
665 
19,000 
{Budget 2) 
1966-67 
9500 
332.50 
9500 
332.50 
26,500 
(Budget 3 
------~----~------------------~------------------1 ------ '~ ~ --------
6599o50 f 31,152.00 I 41,344.90 
' 
I 
51 . 493.40160,981.90 1 65,177.90 }68.495.00 f48t830.00 48,165o00 
r 
Route 
l~o . 
-
1 18 
2 22 
3 21 
4 20 
5 15 
6 7 
7 5 
8 ' 19 
9 q. 
10 9 
11 2 
12 10 
lJ 8 
14 17 
15 16 
16 12 
17 11 
18 13 
19 1 
20 3 
21 14. 
·22 6 
TABLE 4 
Prepe.rational l~orksbeet A 
AppJication for ApEroval- Seat ips GaEacity 
Bus Large.st Non 
No . A;p;proved Load Qpotf+ g,uots. 
-
6 55 48 0 48 Kdg,. F .H. 
9 55 48 0 48 M. of' s , A. M. 
10 $5 $1 0 51 3penc . A. l'! + 
ll $5 60 0 60 t·T . of s. ll .~1 . 
12 55 52 1 51 El em. A. M. 
1.3 60 62 0 62 Elem. A.M. 
l4 60 59 0 59 Ela:m. A .~! . 
1.$ 60 55 0 55 M. of s . A. r4. 
16 60 61 0 61 Elem. A,M. 
l7 60 64 0 61~ n.s. P.M. 
18 ~ 62 0 62 Blem. A. l1. 
19 48 59 0 59 Elem. A. M. 
20 54 59 .3 56 El em. A. M. 
21 48 53 0+3 53 Blem. A.M. 
22 60 53 2 51 Elem. A. M. 
23 60 62 14 48 Elem. A. t-1 . 
24 60 56 3 53 H. s. P.M. 
25 50 58 0 58 n.s. A. M. 
26 54 62 0 62 Elem.e A. ti. 
27 54 62 0 62 H. S . ll. M. 
28 $0 58 0 58 El em. A. l-f . 
29 50 60 0 60 Elem. A.M. 
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f!• . 3 ,, & Kfi,.. • 
L.:!.t ~·M.;. 
.....!.......t. ' rrt·1e V llt'H1'6 .. us 1..,1VO,£ 
-
58 44 s 8 10 Dilollu ( ..J ) 
£j2 34 s E ll 
1,t3 29 s s 12 £1\tl"'b 
l~ 40 37 F. E l.J '!H.g~t" 
57 57 E E { 1(;-'!• ) 
Sm1tb 
14 1l7Jt!l~ "'" t uchny-s 
55 55 E E -oa em. l 1$ castle 
OH 
~7 47 E ~t. 16 D10t..riolt 17 . oule 
6 35 52 w w 11 , rlght 
10 50 55 s t-. u 11'\ VO$JJ.rl 
6' 51 61 s w 19 8ob1l dt 
6 36 36 w t'l 20 EG:t'lf .. orobot 
61 61 w w 2l l3UJ;'~1tt 
3 35 ='8 rl N ?2 v n1'l Dol"n 
16 53 .Sl 1'1 w 23 Mow ora 
5 .33 49 n N 21~ Wa.ko 
l 38 40 ilOI u 2$ Kooe 
43 45 .36 ·E B 26 ~~~1-()f.' 
43 s 
1.17 
a ?:/ Otlilaon 
189 ~17 2n G l"OUptlM 
29 lnf; rf.\bi.Un 
'11'11lnge und Spec:t-cl OlQatJ at R~ 2 :00 P .. t~ . 
-t , 
